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The artist for the sketch on the front cover of issue 78 of Tales From The Woods magazine is none
other than our very own Ralph Edwards, a man of numerous talents; sketching, guitarist, singer,
songwriter, Morris dancer, poet, and, if that is not enough, writer too. Many of our seasoned
members who have stayed with us since our earliest days will remember Ralph’s tales of his days
playing in a skiffle group that eventually transgressed in to a Rock’n’Roll outfit, just like thousands
of other young hopefuls did all those decades ago.
I am sure I'm not alone in suggesting that the highlight of each and every Rhythm Riot weekender
that takes place in the dark, cold and no doubt wet November in the Sussex seaside village of
Camber Sands, is when Ralph brings his guitar, as does John Spencely, Brian Clark brings his bass
drum and cymbals, Ken Major hauls his prized ancient tea chest bass all the way from a town called
Enfield and, on a Saturday afternoon in a chalet, Sunday too it has been known, it's party time, a
jam session for all to sing, clap and stomp their feet. It may be cold outside folks but it's hot inside.
Whilst many of the Rhythm Riot revellers are inside their chalets rehearsing their synchronised
dance steps in readiness to swan the dance-floor with the intention to impress, or parading in their
finery through the streets of the nearby historical town of Rye, us Woodies are doing what we do
best, rockin’.
On his many TFTW Stomping USA trips Ken Major has made many friends stateside down through
the recent decades of its existence, including loyal Woodies Jay McCaddin and Paula, who count
many artists and musicians who perform the music we love as personal friends, including swamp
pop legend Jivin’ Gene. Once home in Blighty, Ken put the word out that Gene was keen to do a gig
in the UK; eventually it was the Rhythm Riot folks Robin and Colette who ran with it and booked
Gene into their weekender bringing Gene and Connie as well as their and our good friends Jay and
Paula for their first ever trip to the UK in sun kissed November.
Gene put on a great impromptu performance in the intimacy of the packed chalet using a soft drink
bottle as a prop for a mike, along with Ralph, John, Brian and Ken (of Rhythm Ramblers fame), Jay
and Paula, along with more than a few seasoned Woodies. It was truly an afternoon to remember.
Jay McCaddin performs tasks way beyond the call of duty for all us Woodies, be it acting as a
postage storage depot, meeting and greeting many of us folks arriving in New Orleans, even often
driving them around, a Woodie New Orleans ambassador in a true sense. If that is not enough Jay,
when hooking up with many performers, never fails to shout out Tales From The Woods; hardly a
week will pass that Jay is not corresponding with at least one TFTW member; he has respect from
all he has encountered.
As Paula, Jay, Jiving Gene and Connie were preparing to return home to the USA, Ralph Edwards
presented them with a piece of his artwork as a gift. Once home and rested, nicely settled into their
carpet slippers, Jay and Paula unwrapped it and were duly impressed. Jay contacted Ralph
suggesting that it would be wonderful to commemorate that amazing afternoon in the chalet. Ralph
at first was unsure if he could recapture the moment in time to do it justice but, luckily for us all,
Ralph set about the task, posting the completed art work to a motel in Lafayette, Louisiana as this
is the place where Ken and the Stompers would be staying whilst attending the Cajun Festival.
Well, the festival came and went. Jivin’ Gene was unaware of the art work as it was meant to be a
surprise being presented with it at the festival, however he had to wait a while longer before he got
to see it. Back in New Orleans Jay and Paula were calling the motel virtually on a daily basis to no
avail; eventually the call proved fruitful. Jay drove the three hour drive out from New Orleans to
Lafayette to pick up the art work, jumping back in the car driving the whole three hours back again
with the art work package unopened in the back of the car. Once home Paula and he opened the
package and it was indeed a WOW moment reaction.
Within a few days Jivin’ Gene finally got to receive his copy commemorating a cherished few hours
in time in an unremarkable chalet on a holiday park a few miles from the historical East Sussex town
of Rye. I’d like to end by thanking Jay in print for all his loyal dedication to all things Tales From The
Woods, Ralph for having the time and patience to record this event for posterity in sketch form,
Rhythm Ramblers and all the Woodies who collectively made this amazing afternoon possible.
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I say Biggles,
who are you
talking to?

Biggles & Ginger say:

“There’s a war on so...
HOLD THE THIRD PAGE!”
Spring greetings Gang,
Sitting here typing merrily away, from the Tales From The Woods
office window I observe buds are appearing on the trees. It
makes you feel better just to know another dismal cold and wet
British winter is for the most part behind us, certainly during the
Just on the
latter part, many areas of the UK suffering the worst rainfall on
blower to Keith
record with several counties still mopping up after the winter
about Page 3,
Ginger
floods as I type. If only we here at TFTW could open the back
door and admire the flowering of spring. However it is not possible
to see beyond the density of overgrowth of what was once a
back garden; if it was not so intense it would be a nature reserve, only the tiniest of creatures could
penetrate this jungle, only a fox with a miner’s helmet would dare.
Not too many moons ago that very disaster area was a pride and joy, neighbours straining their
heads above their fences to gaze and admire. The TFTW gardener, upon reaching the grand age
of 90, announced his retirement to my shocked self one late September evening, before heading off
on his trusty two-wheeler to cycle off into the sunset to his home on the outer reaches of the London
borough of Bromley, Biggin Hill where, outside that famous former RAF aerodrome, stand a legendary
Spitfire and Hurricane aircraft as though seemingly ready to take off at a moment’s notice to defend
the skies above London, no doubt piloted by our good friend Biggles and his trusty second in command
Ginger, who have both popped in to remind some of us more seasoned members of the Woodies
of our childhood heroes by appearing at the heading, roaring in to hold the third page.
Many interesting figures from literature, music, and theatre originate from this suburb
just eleven miles from central London called Bromley that desperately clings on to
its Kentish postal address. H. G. Wells was born here, in a house now demolished
where local department store Medhurst’s once traded for a vast number of years
before being incorporated into the Allders chain before that too went to the wall
and the somewhat ethically challenged Primark made its embarrassing debut on
the high street a few years back and has since stubbornly refused to move away.
Upon the wall of the aforementioned department store sits a blue plaque so high
up you would not notice it unless you knew it was there, reminding residents and
visitors that one of the UK’s finest writers was born and lived his
formative years at this very spot. Surely Bromley’s 600 seat theatre would be
named after this famous novelist? Err no! it is called the Churchill, no doubt our
wartime cigar smoking leader passed through Bromley many times on his way
to his rambling country home at Chartwell where Kent meets Sussex, a tenuous
reason to name an acclaimed provincial theatre after him. It appears however
that the local council’s scant regard for this giant of the written word stems back
to the mid-1930s when H.G. was offered the freedom of the borough by the then
administration which was, as now, very much right of the centre whereas Mr Wells
was very much left of that centre. A man by all accounts not known for mincing his words told the
council to stick their freedom honour where the sun don't shine, setting off animosity that lasts through
to this present day. (However, the Bromley Labour Party HQ just down the road from the theatre is
called the H G Wells Centre - H)
Another famous resident who, although unlike Wells was not born there, chose to make it her home
for many years was Richmal Crompton author of the "Just William" children’s books, born I believe
around TFTW’s long time scribe and occasional MC Shaky Lee Wilkinson’s home ground of Burnley
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Lancashire. I have no idea though if she would be remotely pleased
to know that the local Wetherspoon’s pub is named
in her memory.
Children's clown, comedy actor and music hall
star, Mr Pastry was also a resident in this star
studded borough, I being the proud owner of a
coffee table once owned by the legendary custard
pie thrower. How do I know that Mr Pastry’s tea,
coffee and biscuits once graced this table? Why,
the dealer who sold it to me said so; I believe him,
don't you?
By the time the latest issue of your favourite magazine hits your screens we shall be barely couple
of weeks away from our Joe Meek Special at the Borderline. By now there can’t be any members
who are not aware that our lead guitarist John Spencely will not be appearing, under doctor’s orders
to rest for as long as it may be necessary after undergoing a very serious operation to remove a
tumour lodged between his eye and brain. We are, to say the least, extremely pleased to say that it
proved to be benign, and John at the present time is embarking on his slow journey to recovery. He
would like to express his gratitude through these pages for all the kind messages of support that
have literally flooded in since his illness was announced. I know that I speak for each and every one
of you as we extend our best wishes to John for the speediest of recoveries and look forward to
seeing him amongst us again.
Sadly as John is unable to join us on the 27th April, his place will be taken by ace guitarist of many
decade’s standing and co-founder of the hit-making rockabilly band Matchbox,
Iain Terry who has very kindly agreed to step in at very short notice, not just
for April but also Tales From The Woods band’s debut behind Robb Shenton
at this summer’s Americana Festival, for which we are eternally grateful to both
Iain and Graham Fenton for all their help.
Since 1964 Iain has been playing in various Rock’n’Roll bands when such
things were considered decidedly unfashionable during those heady days of
the sixties. 1973 would see Iain co-founding Matchbox where he would remain
for three years before joining Rock Island Line, later to back legendary Joe
Meek artist Screaming Lord Sutch on his "Murder In The Graveyard" LP. A few
years of non-stop session work followed including that for dear old Auntie Beeb
(for our readers outside of the UK or who are maybe too young to know, a term
of endearment for the BBC). Around the same period he made his first solo
recording "Chicken Shack Shuffle" which, like many of Iain’s recordings, has
been re-released. Iain states that one of the many highlights of his long career
is backing a man cherished not just by myself but all lovers of what we here at TFTW call true-blues,
the legend that is the great Muddy Waters.
I am sure we will welcome Iain to the stage on the 27th with a huge hand for his kindness stepping
in at such short notice to join the other members of the Tales From The Woods band backing eight
artists, no mean feat. On behalf of us all I’d like to say thank you Iain.
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
At the time of writing, in fact this very afternoon of this warm and sunny spring day, I have just
negotiated a gig that will surely be a must for all you boogie woogie piano fans to put in your diaries.
The date, Sunday 22nd June, time 7:30pm through to 10:30pm, location the Spice
Of Life just off Charing Cross Road, central London. For our second gig at this very
popular basement venue we will be playing host to two giants of the piano; Big John
Carter will be a name familiar to you folks who attended the first of our highly successful
2is Reunion shows (as the first few were called). Big John Carter is an iconic name
to the fans of boogie-woogie, rhythm’n’blues and Rock’n’Roll piano throughout the
UK, be it festivals, or smaller intimate club dates. Joining him will be another giant
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name on the scene, that of Henri Herbert whose influences include Champion Jack
Dupree, Pete Johnson, Jerry Lee Lewis, and Roosevelt Sykes to name but four. It
promises to be yet another Tales From The Woods highlight amongst numerous
highlights. Keep a close eye on the website folks for further details including ticket
prices once they become available.
V























As most of you will already know through emails sent on behalf of Tales From The Woods or may
have heard from those radio stations dedicated to us rockin’ folk or simply heard through the highly
efficient Rock’n’Roll grapevine, on 5th March we lost not just a fine artist but a true friend to us here
at Tales From The Woods, Dave Sampson, who died after being admitted to hospital with pneumonia.
Dave was never too shy to shout from the rooftops in praise of all things Tales From The Woods.
Although Dave performed for us at various locations a number of times, at my birthday party three
and half years ago from the stage of the now defunct "Inn On The Green" he paid us the greatest
possible compliment stating that it is because of us that Dave kept on performing and gave him the
necessary boost to carry on doing what he loved, that is of course to sing. I indeed felt humbled that
a performer who had given over half a century to a fickle recording industry should be given the urge
to continue through us. We shall miss him. As John Spencely stated at 2is 6, Dave performed the
best "Milk Cow Blues" ever heard on stage this side of the Atlantic ocean, an envious accolade
indeed.
At one time Dave Sampson's likeness to Cliff Richard was
considered by many within Cliff's management to be a threat,
which prompted the then teenage idol, to manage Dave
himself. Under Cliff's guidance, Dave Sampson and his band
The Hunters made five singles and an EP, and hit the charts
in 1961 with "Sweet Dreams", the song for which he would
be forever associated.
There was far more to this gifted performer than his flirtation
with the pop charts; in the early sixties, The Hunters’ recordings
were, and still are, very much sought after even by the most
purist of record buyers amongst the Rock’n’Roll and rockabilly
fans, who normally would not touch anything that was not recorded south of the Mason-Dixon line.
Likewise many of those same fans would say that Dave possessed one of the finest voices ever to
emerge from British Rock’n’Roll.
His was a hugely underrated talent, like sadly far too many in the music business generally. Ricky
Nelson was a big musical hero to Dave, and his voice reflected very much, maybe, a little softer side
of Rock’n’Roll, without losing any of the urgency the music demanded.
In much later years, Dave would find a huge amount of respect, and hopefully a certain amount of
financial reward too, with an authentic rockabilly sound, working with the late Ricky Nelson guitarist,
the legendary James Burton, who as many of you will know, was part of the Elvis Presley band
throughout the Las Vegas years.
Dave's interest in music was as wide as his talent, encompassing Jazz, Country, Swing, as well as
the sounds of Sinatra, Nat King Cole and artists like these.
Dave Sampson was born in Uttoxeter, Staffordshire, on 9th January 1941. Bitten by the music bug
at a very young age, by 16 he had formed his own skiffle group with his friend Martin Murray, later
to find fame with the Honeycombs.
Hungry for fame, he was soon on a train heading to the capital, to try his luck on the burgeoning
London Rock’n’Roll scene of the late fifties, and soon he was performing anywhere he could, with
various bands.
By now making his home in Walthamstow, East London, he was soon to meet up and sing with The
Parker Royal Four, which were former school pals of Cliff Richard. Hence the connection with the
boy from Cheshunt, Hertfordshire, began, although Dave would later suggest, in interviews and in
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private, that he may have hung around too long in the Cliff and
The Shadows camp, to the detriment of his own career.
During the first half of the sixties, Dave was a regular on the
package shows that toured the length and breadth of the country
with often all-British casts, such as Billy Fury, Dickie Pride and
Joe Brown. And it was on one such tour, around 1963, that a
young teenage Keith Woods saw Dave perform at the singer's
adopted home territory, Walthamstow, at the Granada.
He was then heading off to Hamburg, like so many before him,
to play the legendary Star Club and the Top Ten Club, playing
on the same bill as of one of his greatest heroes, the legend
that is Jerry Lee Lewis, from Ferriday, Louisiana.

Dave Sampson 2012
© Paul Harris

In the present century, Dave underwent a much deserved
renaissance. Apart from performing with James Burton, and
also performing at 2is Reunion shows at both the Borderline
and the 100 Club, he had a compilation CD issued that contained
much of his recorded output.

In 2010 he performed for the Edwardian Teddy Boy Association,
at their spiritual home of the Pavilion Pub in Battersea, South
West London, where he was once again reunited with his friend from the Tornados, and a veteran
of a thousand or more sessions, Clem Cattini, and also his close pal for over thirty years, the
well-respected British Rock’n’Roller of a latter generation, Cliff Edmonds.












Just a couple of weeks prior to hearing the sad news about Dave, we
learnt of the passing of another criminally neglected British pioneer,
Rock’n’Roll/Blues/Folk singer Duffy Power who died on 19th February.
I only got to see Duffy in a blues vein once, almost three decades after
his acclaimed gigs on the blues circuit either fronting his own band or
that of Alexis Korner’s Blues Incorporated during the mid to late sixties,
despite being a regular attendee of the relevant venues. I had to wait
until the very early nineties when Duffy appeared as a special guest
where it was obvious that the stage and he had been parted for many a
year as indeed he was overtly nervous. Accompanying himself on guitar,
he sang soulfully and well on several numbers including "Little Boy Blue".
I tried on a couple of occasions to bring him aboard the 2is shows, for
one of which I actually thought we had cracked it when a third party suggested he was finally aboard.
We even had a few promotional flyers printed to set the mood, but sadly it proved never to be.
Duffy was born Raymond Howard in Fulham, south west London on 9th September 1941. It is alleged
that he was forced to leave school at 14 due to financial requirements, working in a bakery shop. It
would not be long before he was bitten by the music bug, soon to be found singing in skiffle groups
before being taken under the wing of Larry Parnes and being launched as yet another of Parnes’
potential teenage idols. Theatre and TV dates followed as well as half a dozen singles for the Fontana
label between 1959 and 1961, by a mile the best of these his more than passable take on Jerry Lee
Lewis’ "Whole Lotta Shakin’ Goin On" [1960].
After splitting from Parnes and joining Joe Ronconi whose finely tuned ear matched his influential
connections, a new record deal followed with Parlophone, allowing him to exploit his love of blues
and folk, which included a jazzy "It Ain’t Necessarily So" [1963] backed by the Graham Bond
Organization on a surprisingly rocky version for a jazz based outfit that included Jack Bruce on bass
and Ginger Baker on drums. With "I saw Her Standing There" he was only the second artist to record
a song written by the then fledging Lennon and McCartney team. Duffy’s 1964 recording on Mose
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Allison’s "Parchment Farm" must rank amongst the best blues performances on record by any British
artist, as was his 1970 take on Robert Johnson "Hellhound", a CBS single.
Despite all the right qualities and most certainly the talent, fame eluded him throughout his entire
life. after his critically acclaimed LP ‘Innovations’ which was the result of numerous sessions during
the latter sixties failed to ignite interest, he would try one final time three years later with his self-titled
album, which once again had all the right ingredients and weighty praise from the great and good,
still doomed to failure. Over the decades that followed he found employment in the DHSS, coaxed
out of retirement by both Paul Jones and Mary Costello, to see him gradually getting back on the
road for spasmodic gigs. Again bad luck blighted his every turn; a planned album came to nothing
when the tapes disappeared after the studio went bankrupt; another album recorded in 2000 for
possibly similar reasons failed to materialise at least until 2011 when it came out on the Market
Square label, sadly too late as by now he had retired (as it proved to be permanently), suffering from
mental health problems for much of his life, a 2007 severe breakdown curtailed his career.
























Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to folk singer,
musician, songwriter and political activist, Pete Seeger who died on the 27th
January 2014 aged 94.
Pete Seeger is without doubt amongst the highest ranks of pioneers of
American folk music, a legendary name of equal billing to that of Woody
Guthrie and Leadbelly. A tireless activist of left wing causes in a nation not
known for such sympathies, his songs are as much a part of the landscape
as his politics were the polar opposite. "Where Have All The Flowers Gone",
"If I Had A Hammer", "Turn Turn Turn" performed on records by artists as
diverse as Marlene Dietrich, Trini Lopez and The Byrds. However the song
for which he will be forever associated in the minds of the thinking public
was one he did not write; he was amongst any number of folk singers who
recorded possibly his unofficial signature tune, "We Shall Overcome", at
countless protest concerts and rallies through the decades, including the witch hunts of
McCarthyism of the mid-fifties, at the Lincoln memorial in 1963 alongside Martin Luther King when
he made his world famous "I have a dream" speech to return to the same location, indeed the same
spot some 46 years later, dueting with Bruce Springsteen to celebrate the inauguration of America’s
first black president Barack Obama in 2009.
Seeger formed the folk musician institution the Weavers in 1949 with Lee Hays and Ronnie Gilbert.
Within a year they had taken Leadbelly’s "Goodnight Irene" to the top of the pop charts in the USA,
turning mostly young, mostly bohemian devotees onto a folk music scene that otherwise they may
not have encountered. Amazingly they were able to repeat this feat the following year when they
took "On Top Of Old Smokey" to that No 1 position,
However they would soon find it all collapsing like a pack of cards around them when, at the height
of the McCarthy anti-communist witch hunts, despite having left the communist party in the forties,
he was summoned to testify before the House Committee on Un-American Activities. He refused to
answer his interrogators, citing his rights under the first amendment of the American constitution,
refusing to disclose on any questions of his association with political parties past or present,
religious and philosophical beliefs, claiming that it was the committee that was behaving in an
un-American manner and not he or most of his fellow accused, which found him being sentenced to
a year in prison in 1961.
By now the glory days of the anti-communist purges were coming to a discredited end and his prison
term was suspended the following year. It would continue to be a number of years before he was to
be seen on the nation’s TV screens. Once the humiliation of the trials were behind him, Seeger took
his family on a world tour like an international Alan Lomax collecting and filming local music
wherever he may have stumbled upon it, be it Japan, or across the continent of Africa, helping to
kick start the boom in world music that would follow a number of years later. Although his awareness
of African music had already shown its presence when in the early fifties he adapted the Zulu song
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Mbube as "Wimoweh (The Lion Sleeps Tonight)" another successful adaptation was his version of
"Guantanamera" which he worked the words of the Cuban poet Jose Marti in the hope it may help
to take the nervous fingers off triggers at the height of the Cuban missile crisis.
Launching his solo career in 1958 after leaving the Weavers, recording over the next few years
many of his most famous songs, come the folk revival of the early sixties centred around Greenwich
Village in New York City, Seeger was by now seen as a father figure to many amongst the young
emerging folkies. Helping to create the two magazines that would be centre piece to the movement,
'Sing Out' and 'Broadside’, he was certainly the first to champion the young Woodie Guthrie
obsessed talent known as Bob Dylan, a friendship created despite their differences down through
the decades would survive.
With Dylan 1963 would see the pair travel south to Greenwood, Mississippi to

sing at an anti-segregation rally, later the same year appearing
together at the Newport Folk Festival. it was this very festival two
years later in 1965 that would be historically forever seen as the
moment the paths would diverge for the folkies when Dylan went
electric with a Band that would soon be called just that, not too
many months from rockin’ behind Arkansas wild man Ronnie
Hawkins. Seeger was outraged by countless reports down through
the years that he attempted to cut the cables whilst Dylan was on
stage, an accusation that he always denied.
1972 was another milestone of political controversy only this time it could easily have cost him his
life, when a Vietnam soldier who was recently serving in that war took great exception to a line in an
anti-war song he had recently recorded containing the line "support our boys in Vietnam bring them
home". No doubt whipped up by the right wing press and media commentators, he was branded a
traitor, and this young soldier boy went to the concert with every intention of assassinating this
middle aged folk legend. However instead of pulling the trigger he adopted a tissue to soak up the
tears, so moved by the performance, he later confessed his intentions to Seeger and spoke for
hours backstage.
The final decade of the last century would prove to be rewarding both artistically and financially. Now
in his seventies a studio recorded album simply entitled ‘Pete’ was released in 1996 which won him
a Grammy for best folk album; he recorded and performed with Arlo Guthrie, the son of his old friend
the legendary Woody Guthrie. As he entered his eighties his performances became less frequent,
particularly as his voice become weaker, although he could still be found at storytelling festivals
narrating for children. Amongst the numerous books that he wrote over a vast number of years, his
1948 'How To Play A Five String Banjo' has never been out of print. His autobiography was released
in 1993, its title borrowed from one of his most famous songs 'Where Have All The Flowers Gone'.
Although he denounced Stalinism in the forties, he remained a communist with a small c.
Despite his blacklisting in the fifties and his lifelong unswerving
allegiance to the politics of the left, he was lavished with many
With Bruce
awards including the Grammy Lifetime Achievement Award in
1993, National Endowment for the Arts medal 1994 and inducted
into the Rock’n’Roll Hall Of Fame in 1996, by all accounts a cause
for considerable amusement bearing in mind his critical dismissal
of the musical form. Who knows, he may have mellowed by the
time he appeared in concert with Bruce Springsteen in 2009, who
three years earlier had released an album in honour of Seeger
entitled ‘We Shall Overcome: The Seeger Sessions’. Even into his
nineties he remained an activist when joining the 'occupy wall
street’ protesters and writing to Vladimir Putin requesting the release of Greenpeace ship captain
Peter Williams.
Pete Seeger was born May 3rd 1919 to a far from humble family background in Patterson, New
Jersey, his father Charles an ethno-musicologist and his mother Constance a concert pianist. The
youngest of three sons, their parents divorced when Pete was eight years old. Five years later in
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1932 their father remarried Ruth Crawford and the family
moved to Washington. Pete had acquired four stepsiblings including folk musicians Mike and Peggy Seeger
who, in years hence, would go on to form the now
legendary New City Ramblers. The latter would become a
musical partner and wife of the British communist folk
singer Ewan MacColl.
From his father Pete learnt both his music and his politics;
from his time as just a tiny child his ears were attuned to
his communist father’s 'songs of the people' be it Blues,
Hillbilly, and Folk songs, acknowledging many times both
in interviews and in the written word that his earliest
influence was the singer Elizabeth Cotton who wrote the
folk blues classic "Freight Train" which burst onto the
consciousness of youth this side of the Atlantic via the
huge skiffle hit by Chas McDevitt and Nancy Whiskey.
Cotton doubled as the family servant.
In 1936 whilst attending a folk and dance festival in North Carolina he heard for the first time the
instrument with which he would be forever associated, the five string banjo. After boarding school
he went on to Harvard, but doing his second year found himself in hot water with this world famous
university because of his political affiliations, instead taking a job with the library of congress in
Washington in the department reserved for the American folk songs archive. Soon he fell under the
wing of the aforementioned Alan Lomax’s father John, he too a highly respected folklorist and
collector. Through his travels with John he would soon meet the most significant folk musicians of
that era who he would soon consider as contemporaries including Leadbelly and Woody Guthrie.
With the latter he would form the Almanac Singers along with Millard Campbell and Lee Hays who
would later with Seeger create the Weavers.
In 1943 he would marry Toshi, a film maker and activist, and they were destined to remain together
for life, she pre-deceasing him in July 2013 a mere six months before his own passing. They were
to have three children; Daniel followed in his mother’s footsteps by becoming a filmmaker as well as
photographer, Mika and Tinya became potters; one of his six grandchildren is the musician Tao
Rodriguez Seeger who would perform alongside his legendary grandfather at Obama’s
inauguration. Pete’s half-brother Mike Seeger, folklorist and performer who formed the Lost City
Ramblers, died in 2009, and he is survived by his half-sister the singer Peggy Seeger.
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Tales From The Woods, virtually from its inception way back at the turn of this present century, has
always encouraged writing talent, be it former fanzine writers and publishers who may not have
picked up the quill in many a passing day, or fans whose knowledge of roots music is indeed
unsurpassable who may not have been given the opportunity or indeed the precious time to sit down
and write an article on the subject that has been a part of their lives for as long as they can
remember, through to professional writers who earn their living as music critics along with the odd
journalist or two who take time off from home and foreign affairs and cats up trees to write whatever
tickles their creative cells at any given time.
Sabrina is a new talented writer that TFTW is introducing to our loyal readers. Fresh out of
Greenwich University after taking a degree in creative writing, she has bravely self-published her
first novel. In the words of a highly successful author with fourteen crime fiction novels behind him
"Glover Wright" otherwise known as Buddy Britten, Rock’n’Roll singer and guitarist of whom many
of us may be more familiar, feels that Sabrina has a great future ahead as an author. I suggested
that she may like to write an article about her first novel and how her love of the written word came
to be, to which she kindly agreed. So, without further ado from me, I’ll hand over to Sabrina.
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When Keith Woods gave me the opportunity to write
an article about my writing experience following the
recent publication of my novel Origin, I was elated. So
I would like to start with introducing myself, I’m S. R.
Severn and I’m the author of the new series The
Jackson J Tales.
I don’t recall the specific moment I realised that I
wanted to be an author. That’s something that came
with age and experience. As a child I remember being
obsessed with books, especially books with a lot of
imagery. At the time I would draw and copy those
pictures as a means of expression but I hadn’t actually
tried writing.
My real knack for writing definitely began in secondary
school. I was suddenly thrown into a world of literature
S R Severn
and language, poetry and essays. And I enjoyed it,
immensely. When I was thirteen I wrote a book based on my friends and set in an alternative fantasy
called Lost Ties (The Reincarnated Chronicles). This was my first ever achievement yet I never
published it until November 2010. Before this, I was just known at school as ‘the girl who carries that
large white folder everywhere’. During this venture, my English teacher persuaded me to enter a
poetry competition, which I did. My poem was then later added into an anthology and before I knew
it I had another published and another.
In university, I studied English Creative writing and it was the best three years of my life. This was
where my passion for writing had been put to the test. It was possibly the most stressful yet most
knowledgeable experience I’ve had. Learning to accept constructive criticism and amend my work
was definitely a hard learnt lesson and I appreciate the trials and tests that came with it. I was able
to analyse my work and openly criticize and admit when something wasn’t working.
As a creative writer, I was exposed to a number of different subjects within my course. I have
experience in stage and screen writing, performance writing, article writing and review writing. After
University I began writing Origin for fun. Initially, it had set out to be just a short experimentation due
to my interest in paranormal romance. But as the months progressed I found this short curiosity has
started to develop and grow into a series.
Late 2013, I decided to go into the deep end and focus on getting Origin published. Of course that
meant I needed to go over the book and flesh out my characters as well as work on my plot. For four
months I managed to achieve this by listening to a range of music for inspiration. My preferences
for music has to be alternative metal, symphonic metal and Christian rock bands like Skillet,
Evanescence, Within Temptation, 30 Seconds to Mars, Fireflight and Linkin Park. More so, I love
Dubstep. To some, it’s just noise but I love the mash of a good beat combined with one of my
favourite songs.
Rock helped with the process of writing Origin because of the world the story is set in. The world is
a gothic mix of old Victorian Britain and scientific/steam industrialized civilisation. It is very much a
time inspired by Steampunk. Dubstep and hard metal helped with the fast-paced action scenes;
Christian rock assisted me in the darker themes of the book - like death, betrayal and helplessness
while alternative rock set the mood for those passionate, heart-felt, nail-biting erotic scenes.
Re-working Origin was very fun as well as very challenging. There were days where I wouldn’t sleep
because I was so focused. Most of the time I ended up having episodes of great unease and
insecurity where I would feel I wanted to rip out my hair because I felt my writing was nonsense.
That’s the hardship of a writer. Every writer has their doubts about their ability - about their ideas. I
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reckon all writers are vulnerable because they are exposing their imaginings to a world of criticism.
But without the constructive criticism a writer struggles to grow, improve and learn.
I battled with myself for days, changing the simplest of words and threatened to scrap the plot and
start a whole new one. As it was a self-published project, I had no real deadline to reach but my own
personal one. The closer I began to reach it, the more I would have a mixture of excitement and fear
rolling around my stomach. But when I wrote the final closing paragraph I was beyond
accomplished. It felt like I had saved the world by disarming a bomb in the nick of time!
I hadn’t counted on the publishing process to be so long and so torturing for me. I had to proof read
676 pages about four times when I received my first ever proof copy and was stunned to find so
many errors I missed by staring at a computer screen for days. With the corrections I made, I also
had my friend and designer change the cover for me.
Upon receiving my second proof copy, I was beyond anxious about what the final product would
look like. Would the cover come out alright? Would I find a typo on the first page? So many
questions and fears. But when I did open the package and clamped eyes on my second proof, I fell
in love. It was then did I realise just how hard I had worked and just how much of an achievement it
was to get a book published.
I approved the book on CreateSpace (an Amazon Company for Independent Publishing) and then
my book went live on Amazon Kindle and all Amazon sites around the world. I felt like a new mother
watching her baby go to school for the first time. It was an overwhelming feeling. Promotion had
been another hurdle and still continues to be but I hope that in time, those who have read Origin
would be able to come back with feedback for curious readers.
I still get a great deal of support and encouragement from friends and colleagues who have a copy
of my book and I am grateful for their enthusiasm. If I have to impart a word of advice for those who
have always wanted to write, or do write but struggle to get their work out there, I would say just
keep reminding yourself that you’re an artist and that every idea, every thought or dream you have
could change a single person or a country and could end up making a huge difference - no matter
what you write about. You are an artist of words.
S. R.

Origin – The Jackson J Tales
SHE’S FIRE... Viera Jackson is a free spirited woman, with a
highly respected position in society, the respect of the residents
of Belle Vue City and a job she has control of, she couldn’t ask
for more... until notorious pirate, Kennedy Jackson J drops into
her life...
HE’S THE SPARK... The last thing Ken predicted when he
arrived at Belle Vue was that he would be behind bars with the
captivating Deputy Jackson holding the key to his freedom. But
unbeknownst to the town, Ken and Viera have met before; ten
years ago they had fallen in love... The chemistry between them
is still as intense as the day they’d met; reawakening a passion
they thought had died long ago, still Viera struggles to fight her
attraction for a man who left her long ago and Ken would do
anything to claim her once more. But they both hold shameful
secrets and darkness threatens any hope they have at happiness.
Origin is now available to purchase on Kindle, Amazon and
Barnes and Noble.
Amazon/Kindle http://amzn.to/1pKRLoj
Barnes and Noble http://bit.ly/1dilnUU
S.R. Severn’s website http://srsevern.co.uk/
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ROYSTON ELLIS
as interviewed by

PETER STOCKTON
Are you aware of any genetic family trait of writing, or do you believe that
your talent was innate?
As far as I’m aware, I was the first writer in my family. Apparently we were
descended from Yorkshire fellmongers on my father’s side but my grandfather
was a carpenter and my father was a Solicitor’s Managing Clerk. On my mother’s
side her Scottish father was a ship’s chief engineer, as was her brother.
However, my father once showed me a humorous article in a magazine about a car, and confessed
that the by-line “Weekender” was actually his.
I always knew I was going to be a writer and was writing copiously in notebooks (luckily since lost)
about my thoughts and took to writing poetry as a disciplined way of conveying passions, events,
etc.
Do you think that the criticism from your teachers when you were 14 motivated you to prove
them wrong?
I regarded the comment when I was nine that “to write first and think afterwards is still his bad habit”
as a clear indicator that I was destined to be a writer. That’s what a writer does: writes on impulse…
then thinks and re-writes. Slapping me down when I was 14 with a comment that a school essay
was “verbal diarrhoea” was deserved since I was experimenting with how far I could go with words.
I learned there was a limit; one needed clarity as well as vocabulary.
So actually, it was that frank evaluation of my writing ability by elders that encouraged me to become
totally involved in writing, not to prove them wrong but to prove them right.
Did the wartime disruption inspire you to seek solace and escapism by expressing your
thoughts on paper?
By the time the war finished, I was only just beginning to retain memories, although within four years
I was expressing my thoughts on paper. I wasn’t seeking solace or escape; it was something I had
to do.
You extracted yourself from a potential destiny of being another middle class product, with
a professional career imminent, and chose to embrace labouring jobs. Did you envisage at
that time, that you would eventually be recognised as a highly acclaimed "beat poet"?
I had the unquenchable confidence that I was going to be a writer in some form. I bought a second
hand upright typewriter (pretty much like an aspiring pop singer would buy his first guitar) while I was
a 15-year-old farm labourer (between schools). I was banging out poetical lines on that machine
every evening and would recite the lines to cows while milking them.
Do you think that your time in "Bohemian Soho" enriched your determination to be a prolific
social commentator by means of poetic prose?
It did. When I was a shop assistant at an art supply shop in Jermyn Street in Soho I found myself at
the centre of an artistic, bohemian world, from which I went home to the suburbs every night. I would
write in the lavatory at Piccadilly Circus underground station (in my notebook not on the walls) and
on the tube at night. I wrote poetically about all I saw and experienced. Then I moved into a beatnik
commune in London and that opened my eyes even more.
You met many people in the early sixties who are now famous in the worldwide arena. Was
it their respective musical output, or their social interaction, which gave you inspiration to
write - or was the influence in equal parts?
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Neither. I was already a published poet when I dedicated my first book of poems to Cliff Richard. It
was when we subsequently met and Jet Harris and Tony Meehan (of Cliff’s backing group then called
The Drifters) took an interest in my poetry that we developed the idea of performing my poems to
rock, hence Rocketry.
Cliff encouraged that and took me to his home one day to hear a tape of him reading poetry at school
while the kids banged on the desks as accompaniment. My poetical themes were more jazz and
beats, rather than beat music, but I used rock to get my poems to a wider audience. I met Jimmy
Page when he was a guitarist in a group managed by Neil Christian and we bonded immediately.
There exists a 1960 BBC TV clip of me reading a poem and Jimmy playing (alas off screen) in a
discussion about poetry with John Betjeman.
My association with other notables of the time came through meeting them while I toured with Jet to
write Driftin’ With Cliff Richard and later The Shadows’ biography. Incidentally, my Rock’n’Roll memoir
of those days is being published by Tomahawk Press later this year. I also met stars while writing
my first paperback The Big Beat Scene in 1961, re-published 50 years later by Music Mentor Press.
My meeting, and performing with the Beetles/Beatles, was pure chance, and because I was a
notorious Soho-based Rock’n’Roll poet, I did influence them a bit in many ways.
Do you regret not accepting Lennon’s invitation to go to Hamburg?
No. What I did regret at the time was that my idea of them backing me on rocketry shows didn’t
happen before the Hamburg booking came along.
Do you think that Lennon’s admiration for your talent inspired him to write his own books namely "In His Own Write" and "Spaniard In The Works"?
I’ve never thought of that but when his books were published I noticed similar themes/styles/fun to
my writing.
Most of the songs written by Ray Davies, if not all, were social commentaries - i.e. Lola,
Deadend Street, Sunny Afternoon, Where Have All The Good Times Gone etc. - do you think
that you may have had an influence on his lyrics?
I don’t know about Ray Davies but Jack Good once wrote that Mark Bolan was influenced by my
writing and many years later both Paul McCartney and Robert Plant told me of the influence of my
writing on them.
What would your advice be to an aspiring writer/musician who, having left school, could be
under parental pressure to secure a steady job?
If kids today actually suffer parental pressure to get a steady job when they want to pursue their own
dreams, I would say refuse; chase the dream while being prepared to work at other things (but why
a steady job?) to get the start-up funds as they nurture their talent.
Would you attribute your longevity of life to pursuing a career about which you feel passionate,
or merely good luck?
In my case, the pursuit of my career as a professional writer generated its own
luck. I could have remained in Soho as a performing poet (and probably died
young) but I wanted to travel. Cliff filming Wonderful Life was the impetus I
needed to leave Guernsey, where I was doing a summer job as a licenced ferry
boat engineer, to go to Las Palmas in 1963 to write a book about the filming. I
stayed on in Las Palmas, using the techniques honed as a poet to write novels,
before moving to the Caribbean in 1966 and to Sri Lanka in 1980.
Living off my writing (and my wits) in an unfettered style of my choosing (but
with a strong commitment to regular, disciplined writing) in tropical places I
enjoy, has served me well. At 73 I’m still young and even have a new series of
novels being published this year by Kicks Books of the USA, and am soon to
record the poems in Gone Man Squared. It seems for me life’s a charmed circle.
PETER STOCKTON - FEBRUARY 2014
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Radio Sutch celebrates its 50th anniversary on 27th May 2014. The station was
the brainchild of David 'Screaming Lord' Sutch and his manager, Reg Calvert in
1964. Its purpose was really just an elaborate stunt for the master of publicity
himself but is now legendary in British pirate radio history.
The entire motley crew, joined by His Lordship's band The Savages clad in
leopard-print, 'set sail' under the raised Jolly Roger flag and in a blaze of
publicity from Tower Bridge in London on the pirate-like Cornucopia trawler on
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25th May 1964. Used solely as a gimmick, they later really sailed out to their
base in the Thames Estuary from Whitstable, Kent on Harvester fishing boats.
Eight miles out to sea was their destination: government-owned army forts, gun
towers left over from World War II, also known as Shivering Sands. Sutch and his
men brought with them a transmitter, 12 volt car batteries for power, a turntable,
some records and a microphone, and then began broadcasting on the 27th.
Radio Sutch gave David the platform he needed to broadcast his own music,
which was normally banned upon release from the British airwaves by the BBC
for reasons such as not being suitable for those with a nervous disposition! The
first record on the station was, of course, Jack The Ripper. The station would
stay on air for a few hours a day, with David or Reg DJ'ing when possible.
Roadies from The Savages would help out when directed by David at other times.
They would spin the hits of the time or, late at night, play Max Miller and read
out the rude portions of Lady Chatterley’s Lover and Fanny Hill, although few
people would have heard this due to the low power of the transmitter. "We
broadcast the books to break up the nights. The trawler men were out there,
they loved it. They were all tuned in and the police patrol boats", recalled Lord
Sutch. "We thought we'd really give them something they really wanted to hear.
All nice and scandalous, which was good. That's the kind of station we were, we
didn't care". Other pop artists controlled by Reg Calvert would also be played.
After just four months David Sutch wanted to move on, now that the novelty had
worn off. Lucrative gig bookings were to be fulfilled, a political career was
looming, so he sold the station to Calvert for £5,000 who then renamed the
station Radio City. Reg Calvert was later shot dead in 1966 by the owner of a
rival pirate radio station.
And so to 2012... Radio Sutch is re-launched by someone close to Dave and The
Savages, and (like a true pirate) wishes to remain nameless. An 'undesirable'
was previously trying to use the name for shameful self-promotion and profit, so
it was decided to re-claim it with a new mission statement for the 21st century:
to preserve and promote early British Rock’n’Roll and R&B, and recognise the
genre's influences. It means a lot to us that pioneers such as The Savages, and
other similar bands from the era, are not
forgotten but celebrated and esteemed. And
so we run specialist music shows relative to
the 50s and 60s genre and play a lot of
rockin' great music - all non-profit. Check us
at www.radiosutch.net. And it would be
great to see you down in Herne Bay fifty
years on... it'll be a party to remember we
hope and we'll be taking a boat trip out to the
forts (eek!) See the flyer for details or visit
the website for the full anniversary schedule
nearer the time.
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JAZZ JUNCTION
The Steve Melling Trio
at the East Side Jazz Club 25 February 2014
The previous week’s gig saw the nineteen-piece John Altman Band playing to a packed audience
of over one hundred and fifty, more than three times the usual attendance at this East London jazz
club. The large turnout may have been due to the popularity of big band music, but it was more
likely the ability of the affable John Altman to promote his band and draw on the support of friends
inside and outside the world of entertainment. Among those present were Brian Bennett, formerly
the in-house drummer at The 2i’s Coffee Bar, an early member of Marty Wilde’s Wildcats, and the
man who held down the drum stool in The Shadows for many years.
But seven days can be a long time in the world of jazz, and by then the number in attendance had
reduced to its normal level for the appearance of The Steve Melling Trio. This should not be
regarded as representing a critical evaluation of the quality of music being presented. British jazz
which retains its roots in the forms of American ‘modern’ jazz which were evolving in the fifties and
sixties continues to maintain an affection and popularity among both musicians and audience,
although it must be said that the latter is a dying one - literally.
Pianist Steve Melling was born in Accrington, and spent three years in
NYJO before starting professional work touring with Harry Beckett and
Elton Dean. As he made his career in music, he played with Barbara
Thompson’s Paraphernalia, and subsequently formed a working
relationship with drummer Clark Tracey, appearing in various of the
latter’s bands. He has also appeared with a number of American
musicians, including John Coltrane’s outstanding drummer Elvin Jones.
More recently he has been the first choice pianist of veteran Peter King,
who has credited him with enabling him to broaden his approach
through his knowledge of modal playing.
Making up the rest of the trio were the excellent bassist Andy Cleyndert and on drums was Miles
Levin, son of the late Tony Levin, also a drummer. Steve Melling’s maturity at the piano evinces the
assimilation of a variety of styles over the years. His musical choices during the two sets, distilled
in his effortlessly elegant playing, drew the listener in, holding his/her interest throughout.
The Great American Songbook was examined with Rodgers and Hart’s ever
optimistic Spring Is Here and Cole Porter’s philosophical conundrum What Is
This Thing Called Love.
Elsewhere the challenge of original jazz
compositions by Wayne Shorter (Black Nile and United) and McCoy Tyner
(Search For Peace) was taken up.
Tom Jobim’s bossa Once I Loved provided a relaxing interlude. However best of all were the solo
rendition of Easy Living and Steve’s delightful self-composition Sue’s Good News, which appears
on his album Keys To The Upper Story, a solo record which is, to my ears anyway, a minor gem.
Dave Carroll
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Billy Storm – This is the Nite (El Toro)
One of the great things about reviewing CDs is finding acts or artists
unknown to you who turn out to be world-class talents, even if you
missed them first time round.
Case in point: Billy Storm. He has a voice that is so excellent that he
goes immediately into my personal top ten of 20th century vocal talents
which otherwise includes Clyde McPhatter, Aaron Neville and Jackie
Wilson. Yes, he is, or was, that magnificent.
You may not have heard of him, either. He recorded as the lead singer
of The Chavelles, The Valiants, and Billy Fortune and the Squires in the
doo-wop era in addition to releasing records under the name Billy
Storm, although that is not his real name, either. He was born William Spicer.
So, to the music. There's 25 tracks here, which range from the mystic doo-wop that displays his
winsome high tenor voice to Little Richard style rockers like Frieda Frieda, released as by The
Valiants.
Among familiar songs to me, there's the standard In the Chapel of the Moonlight, The Turbans’
When You Dance, Roy Hamilton's Don't Let Go and The Drifters' Honey Love, all performed equally
as well as the originals.
The lesser known numbers are all handled excellently, and there's no doubt Billy could have felt
robbed of stardom at the time of his early death in 1987.
My high opinion of his voice is shared by others. He was signed to the biggies, Atlantic, Columbia,
even Walt Disney's label, but he failed to make it as a household name.
Congratulations to Juan Ibanez on fine sleeve notes and a fine collection.
John Howard

Link Wray and the Raymen - Rumbles, RawHides, Jacks and Aces, 1956-62 (GVC Records)
The word went round. Herbie Strauss has a copy of Rumble by Link
Wray on second hand 45 in his junk shop just off Southend High
Street. Chris Copping, later keyboard player in Procol Harum, tipped
me off that Robin Trower, later a major guitarist in his own right, was
planning to buy it as soon as he could raise the 1s 3d. I scrounged up
the money, bought the record, and played it to death.
Ten years later, I found myself in Tripoli, Libya, where Salem, who
owned Salem's Record Shop almost opposite the former Cathedral,
asked me what US records he should order to attract the American
oilmen's kids. Among others, I suggested he order at least 20 copies
of Link's first Epic album, and got one for myself.
Subsequently, I saw Link live many, many times including twice in a fortnight, in Wisconsin, then in
New Orleans and was bereft at his death.
So that's my background with the greatest guitarist that ever lived, but if you think I didn't want yet
another Link CD, you'd be wrong.
This is something different. Yes, it contains all Link's major instrumentals. But a second volume
included here features his earlier work with his brothers, and scoops up his backing work with
Marvin Rainwater, Bunker Hill and others after he was established.
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The earlier material details Link's development from straight hillbilly country to a more aggressive
urban sound, and his later work with Marvin and Hill was stripped down, addictive, Rock’n’Roll
madness which should be in every collection.
I can't recommend it more highly, and must add that the whole collection is dedicated to collector
and friend, the late Tony Wilkinson, who would have loved it.
John Howard

Over-The-Top Doo Wops Volume 2 (El Toro)
Spanish label El Toro believes in going to the top when it comes to their
group harmony compilations. Two of the biggest and most
knowledgeable names in the field were recruited for the highly
informative sleeve notes on this 25 track collection, Galen Gart and Marv
Goldberg.
This features lesser known but universally excellent examples of
uptempo, danceable doo-wop, from the likes of the Court Jesters, the
Mixers, the Four Kings, and the Intervals.
Standing out among these is the offering from The Cues, whose
Destination 2165 is not only a wonderful number, but also comparatively
well known among aficionados of the vocal group sound.
But who wants to buy a new compilation if you already own half the tracks, and by mining deep into
the genre, El Toro will find many new buyers, both existing fans and new ones.
Among the most radio-friendly, and I'm talking to you, Bernie Keith, are the Melloharps’ Ain't Got the
Money, the Five Vets’ Right Now, the Hank Ballard re-write Bluesy Me by Dave Collins and the
Scrubbs, and Little School Girl by Tony Rice and the Overtones, now far too historic for any Yewtree
investigation.
A five star selection.
John Howard

Little Willie John – Let's Rock While the
Rockin's Good (El Toro)
Don't complain that the Little Willie favourites like Fever, Need Your
Love So Bad or All Around the World are missing from this collection.
Collator Juan Ibanez assumes you have those already, and instead
has dug deep to find tracks that are otherwise hard to find or
impossible to get on CD.
Songs like I'll Never Go Back on My Word, Write Me a Letter, and New
Thing are taken from Willie's rare Little Willie John in Action LP from
1960, and there are also numbers like Flamingo, Walk Slow and I'm
Sorry which are not on any recent official releases.
Of course, you can never have too many versions of Take My Love,
latterly popularised by Eli “Paper Boy” Reed, Leave My Kitten Alone,
or I'm Shakin', included here along with Sleep, the first LWJ single I bought as a lad on Parlophone.
The jockey-sized Willie was obsessed with his diminutive height at around an inch shorter than me,
and I'm the same height as Michael Douglas and the late John Thaw, so it's a pity Willie did not heed
the advice of Mark Twain who rightly replied when asked how long a man's legs should be: “Long
enough to reach from his body to the ground.”
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He should have ignored his stature and let his voice do the talking. He had, after all, one of the best
vocal chops in the business, moving easily from wild rhythm'n'blues into the birth of soul, and his
reputation has now lasted 45 years since his untimely death, and it is still growing.
John Howard

Skeets McDonald's Tattooed Lady Plus 28
other Sizzlers (El Toro)
There's a strand of uptempo country music that gets very little
attention in the press, but will be familiar to those who haunt
independent record shops in the States.
And that is the “party” genre, started in the early fifties, and by the
mid seventies boasted such wonders as “Take a Flying F... at a
Rolling Do-Nut (Try Aerial Intercourse with a Little Pastry)”, not a
number that I've seen on a compilation album lately.
This collection takes it back to the beginning, when collars and
minds were slightly more buttoned down, and the mildest form of
titillation was considered “risqué”.
Some of these records sold in vast numbers, but they appeared on
no charts since their sales were not recorded, and they were often
bought on white labels under the counter.
Skeets McDonald was one of the few who allowed his name to appear on party records, and his
Tattooed Lady is considered by the cognoscenti to be one of the first and best of the bunch.
How anyone could take offence at this humorous song, performed well it has to be said, is a mystery
in 2014. Maybe El Toro should have put a Grandparental Advisory sticker on it but the groovy
grannies I've come across lately would giggle rather than reach for the smelling salts if they heard
this.
Other artists collected here include Roy Hall, Johnny Buckett and the York Brothers, and the titles
give a flavour of what to expect, from the Bed Spring Motel to She Won't Turn Over for Me, and, a
particular favourite of mine, Griddle Greasing Daddy.
The style, for the most part, is hillbilly into country, though some solid piano work suggests
Rock’n’Roll was about to erupt.
John Howard

Roy Moss and Friends – Arkansas Rockers
(El Toro)
You wait 30 years for a collection of Arkansas Rock’n’Roll to turn up,
then two turn up at almost the same time. Hot on the heels of the
Stompertime label compilation featuring the Vaden label, then along
comes the latest in the El Toro round-up of regional Rock’n’Roll that
has already featured fifties classics from Georgia, Mississippi,
Louisiana and elsewhere.
Although Teddy Redell, Larry Donn and Bobby Brown feature on the
Stompertime release, you can buy this generous 35 tracker with
confidence as well, because it spreads its net wider than the Vaden
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label, abstracting goodies from both local labels and majors, among them Fabor, Hob Nob, Future,
Aaron, Dub International and even Brunswick.
Better known artists include Mr Moss himself, represented by six fine tracks, Billy Lee Riley, Bobby
Lee Trammell, Bill Reeder and Hank Swatley, while Sonny Deckelman, Buddy Phillips and Little
Montie Jones are new to me, but fine Rock’n’Rollers none the less.
The sure hand of Dave Penny guides this release, and he contributes sleeve notes that put both the
geography and the Rock’n’Roll scene in fifties Arkansas into perspective.
A worthy addition to these regional collections that will have pint-in-hand fans debating the merits of
one state's Rock’n’Roll output over another’s. Buy this, and join in the argument.
John Howard

Detroit Special – Motor City Roots
(Jasmine Records)
The boss of Tamla/Motown Berry Gordy had his roots in
Rock’n’Roll. The first hit record he wrote was Jackie
Wilson's Reet Petite, and as the fifties turned into the
sixties and Gordy had his own labels, he drew on that
background for his early, non-hit productions.
Back then, before Tamla and Motown became the mid to
late sixties labels of choice for white America's dancing
kids, it was a black label aimed at black folks.
Don't approach these historic recordings expecting to hear
the trademark Motown sound that, for some, became an
over-familiar cookie-cutter operation.
The earliest recordings by The Supremes could be the
Chantels, the first recordings by The Temptations could be
The Cadillacs. I don't know how Diana Ross felt about
Chantels’ lead singer Arlene Smith but I do know The Temptations were influenced by Speedo and
his mates, even if their later hits sound nothing like that.
Bear in mind that, in the States at least, Tamla and Motown were quite separate labels under one
umbrella, alongside Amy, Mala, Miracle and other associated imprints.
So what we have here is the whole first album on Tamla, called Tamla Special, which introduced
the world to The Miracles, Mary Wells, and Singin' Sammy Ward and Sherri Taylor. Then there's the
first album on Motown called, you guessed it, Motown Special, featuring The Marvelettes,
The Valadiers and future hit songwriter Eddie Holland, who has a remarkably good voice for
someone who settled for, an admittedly lucrative, back room role at the label. Berry Gordy showed
admirable foresight in putting out these ten trackers at a time when the LP charts were stiff with
showtunes, jazz and standards. Kids bought 45s, Mom and Pop bought albums.
Bulking out the collection are early singles, most of which failed to gain the acceptance their quality
deserved, which run in styles from doo-wop vocal group to blues.
There are a few hits scattered about, notably Do You Love Me by The Contours, Hitch Hike by
Marvin Gaye and You Really Got a Hold on Me by The Miracles, but the real interest is in the initial
appearance on vinyl of the likes of Little Stevie Wonder (as was) and those mentioned above.
A fascinating collection, apparently mid-priced.
John Howard
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Doo Wop Across America – Good News
(Jasmine Records)
You have to hand it to CD compiler Bob Fisher. In continuing the
Jasmine label's trawl of US doo-wop city-by-city he has arrived in New
Orleans, a city known as fertile ground for jazz, blues, funk, Dixieland,
Rock’n’Roll, gospel and boogie, but a desert for rockabilly, country...
and doo-wop.
Despite this rather obvious drawback Bob has managed to stretch to
not one but two CDs, both with absurdly generous running times.
To do so, he has had to stretch the definition of doo-wop but more than
90 per cent of this collection will appeal to lovers of group harmony
thanks mainly to The Spiders, the only Crescent City doo-woppers to
chart.
They were highly prolific and their offerings appear on both CDs. They were led by the late Chuck
Carbo who was still performing into this century and I had the pleasure of seeing him in person on
a number of occasions, when he proved he had lost none of the vocal power that saw him recording
as early as 1954.
The group was an immediate hit with their first release in that year which coupled I Didn't Want to
Do It with You're the One, both written by the group's guitarist Adolph Smith, with both sides
appearing on the R&B charts.
They went on to record in a variety of styles, from ballads to more uptempo numbers, and were well
served by their producer and bandleader Dave Bartholomew, who also helped out with the
songwriting from time to time. A very full sound that is as danceable today as it was way back when.
The CD opens with the less successful but equally talented The Hawks, who also started recording
in 1954 and were also allied to Dave B., famously Fats Domino's musical partner. Lead singer was
Allen “Fat Man” Matthews, who doubled as lead vocalist in Dave's own orchestra. Their salacious
Joe the Grinder should have been a hit.
A third New Orleans group The Sha-Weez were multi-instrumentalists and vocalists rather than
simply a vocal group, and they had a couple of releases on the Aladdin label. If you have a concern
about that odd name, ask yourself the question: “Is it?” The answer: “Sure Is”. Helps if you have a
Crescent City accent. Both sides of their debut single are here, along with two 1953 cuts that were
not, for some unfathomable reason, released at the time.
They later switched to the Specialty label where label credits changed to Big Boy Myles and the
Sha-Weez, and it is these cuts that were reissued on album in the seventies.
Sugar Boy Crawford led his own group the Cane Cutters and had releases under his own name,
too, and is remembered for his original on the oft-recorded Jock-A-Mo, included here alongside
some other choice cuts.
Rounding out the collection are The Barons, not known to me previously, but a welcome find.
John Howard

Gary US Bonds - Dance Til A Quarter To
Three – 1961 (Jasmine Records)
Gary US Bonds erupted on to charts on both sides of the Atlantic with New Orleans, a classic party
record with a live feel and continued to score hit after hit with a similar sound.
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Now the most comprehensive collection of Bonds’, real name Gary
Anderson, singles and album tracks has been put together. It
contains his first two albums, and every one of his singles,
including outings by Daddy G. and the Church Street Five, who
were his backing band, plus bonus instrumentals never before on
CD.
But it must be admitted that, much like listening to Elmore James
albums, it is a wearing experience hearing single after single, one
after the other. They were designed to be heard as 45s along with
other artists, and listening to them all in succession reminds me of
an excess of Fry's Chocolate Cream.
That's not to say that the tracks that did come out as singles are
not individually excellent, joyful slabs of fun, and it's handy having all his early output in one place.
I say his early output because he is still with us, still active and, so far as I know, still recording,
thanks, in part to Bruce Springsteen, a fan from his teenage years, who reignited his career
worldwide which led to a highly enjoyable London appearance I was honoured to see.
It obviously occurred to his producer Frank Guida that if Gary were to make long-players then the
formula had to be varied. Frank had spent time in Trinidad and loved calypso music, and so his
second LP combined the then current Twist craze with calypso to make Twist Up Calypso,
containing a host of Harry Belafonte covers.
Included on this was what was and is my favourite Bonds track Dear Lady Twist which I found to my
cost in the seventies is not regarded by Rock’n’Roll fans as Rock’n’Roll. It was too close to reggae
and ska for comfort, and I never played it in public again.
Still it, and my fondness for Bonds, remain a guilty pleasure.
Compilation, sleeve notes and production are from the ever-reliable Bob Fisher.
John Howard

Janis Martin – My Boy Elvis (Jasmine Records)
Janis Martin was a big woman. She used to come up behind my
late buddy Tony Wilkinson and lift all 15 stone of him clear of the
floor. Which probably accounts for her big voice. Janis is touted as
the first girl Rock’n’Roll singer and RCA saw her as the female
Elvis and gave her star treatment and an “A” team of professionals
to surround her.
But do we need another Janis Martin collection? Well, if you
choose this, you most certainly won't need another, save, maybe,
her more recent work with Rosie Flores.
It contains everything she recorded for RCA during her time in the,
ahem, sun, cuts she laid down for the Belgian label Palette in 1960,
and three early radio broadcasts of live material which sounds
surprisingly good, and have never been released before. That should be enough for a Janis
obsessive.
Her best known recordings like Will You Willyum, My Boy Elvis and Billy Boy, Billy Boy are timeless
examples of superb rockabilly that will be played forever, and a good example of a major label
proving it was possible to cut authentic rockabilly.
The less familiar material is equally as strong and I must admit a fondness for the track Hard Times
Ahead which, perversely, I first heard performed by Rosie Flores. Highly recommended.
John Howard
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The Wild Angels – The Wild Angels Ride
Again (Foottapping Records)
The Wild Angels flew the flag for Rock’n’Roll in the dark days of
the sixties when Crazy Cavan, The Houserockers and the
Rock'n'Roll Allstars were about all we had in the UK when it came
to the authentic stuff played live.
They got together as teenagers in south London, and now, more
than 45 years later, here they are re-formed but possibly not
reformed.
The history of the band is complex and long, with any numbers of
members coming and going over the period, but the four current
members Mitch Mitchell on bass, Keith Read on lead, Wild Bob
Burgos on drums and Rusty Lupton on piano all played with the
band previously at one time or another.
They share lead vocals among themselves on a selection of originals and standards played with the
confidence of experience, and they do it well.
I hadn't realised before, but they had a hit with Sonny Curtis' I Fought the Law in Scandinavia, and
they include a new version to open this selection which includes favourites from the likes of Johnny
Kidd, Chuck Berry, Eddie Cochran and Freddie Cannon which sit nicely alongside numbers about
the Ace Cafe and indeed the band themselves. Now they are back together, look out for them on
the concert and festival circuit this year.
John Howard

Ace Cafe – The Rock'n'Roll Years 75 Year
Celebration (Vee-Tone Records)
A handsome selection of UK and US Rock’n’Roll standards
made available once more to mark the 75th anniversary of
north London's Ace Cafe, where no doubt the jukebox had all
these favourites at one time or another.
It cannot be faulted for track selection or repro quality and
what could have been an MoR selection of Rock’n’Roll's
greatest hits is enlivened by a few numbers seldom compiled,
and when they have been, they haven't been in the same
company.
Johnny Kidd and Rick Nelson, Eddie Cochran and Adam
Faith, Billy Fury and Buddy Holly, well it doesn't happen often.
Obviously, long term fans of the musical genre will have many
of these cuts time and time again, but it comes as a pleasant surprise that others think Summertime
by Rick Nelson is a real classic, with both its underlying riff and solo ripped off by heavy metal bands
of the seventies.
All that remains to be said is: “Happy Birthday to The Ace Cafe”, nice to find someone or something
older than me.
John Howard
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SOUL KITCHEN
“Required reading” - John Broven.

SOUL/R&B SINGLES released in the UK by label. 1970. Part 9. Catalogue numbers in brackets.
Unless stated all comments relate to the A side.
MAJOR MINOR/MCA
This time around we feature two labels that had a fair share of soul releases in their lifetime. Both
labels were mainly prominent in the late sixties.
Major minor started in 1966. It quickly gained a reputation for releasing some very strange things,
like, Steel Toed Brown Boot Band and The Swinging Monk.
Despite releasing a load of crap, there were quite a lot of tasty soul forty fives mixed up in the bag.
In fact in 1969 the label released Sam Dee’s second US single, which was on the Lolo label, 'If It's
All Wrong (It's All Right)' b/w ‘Don't Keep Me Hangin' On'. Needless to say this is very rare on Major
Minor. The label wound up in 1970.
MCA was founded in Chicago in 1924. MCA UK sees the light of day in 1967. If anything it is held
in high esteem for introducing the short lived Soul Bag Label, but that's another story. The MCA
company was mainly a continuation of the Coral-Brunswick empire.
MAJOR MINOR
Maxine Brown - I Can't Get Along Without You/ Reason To Believe (708) (US Commonwealth
United)
A far cry from her 'Oh No Not My Baby' and Wand recording days. Nevertheless a couple of pleasant
enough ditties.
Cissy Houston - He-I believe/I'll Be There (700) (US Cur)
The a side is a dramatic pseudo gospelish performance that is obviously aimed at the pop market.
Builds to an effective climax. It is to the B side we turn our attention, where we find Cissy’s vocal
ability in superb form. Pleasantish mid paced song with sort of throbbing arrangement. Uncannily
kind of resembles Jerry Butlers 'He Will Break Your Heart'.
Johnny Nash - (What A) Groovy Feeling/You Got Soul pt 1 (701) (US Jad)
Johnny had been asleep for a few years, this being his first release for quite a while. It's a melancholy
ballad, though lacking in punch and very shallow.
Howard Tate - My Soul's Got A Hole In It/It's Too Late (696) (US Turntable)
Oh dear, believe me it’s not much fun to have a holey Soul. Written by Titus Turner, it’s simply a
galaxy of SOUL at its finest. On the B side we find a fine brassy version of the Lloyd Prices composition,
which had been around before.
Lenny Welch - Breaking Up Is Hard To Do/Got To See If I Can Get Mommy (To Come Back
Home) (707) (US Cur)
The guy with the Johnny Mathis style voice returned with a fairly decent cover of the Neil Sedaka
hit. Lenny slows it down to ballad pace and sings with heartfelt feeling. The finished product oozes
class, and that's it really.
Kim Weston - Danger, Heartbreak Again/I'll Be Thinking (683) (US People)
Kim goes back to Motown for this song, but the arrangement doesn't get off the
ground. Pity, because she's a quality act and sings well, but overall very uninspiring.
MCA
The Artistics - I'm Gonna Miss You/Hope We Have (1117) (US Brunswick)
This was very sought after at the time, so this re-issue was very welcome from the Chicago group.
It dated back to 1966, when it was issued here on Brunswick. Basically a suave ballad. The group
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harmonise sweetly behind the falsetto lead, and are aided by a chugging beat that tends to get heavy
in places. Occasional bursts of strings, though the bass is smooth enough. What a beautiful sound,
and certainly one of the top releases from 1970. On first acquiring this gem I played it again and
again, nearly wearing out the gramophone’s needle. A soul Blasteroo.
El Chicano - Viva Tirado Pt 1/Pt 2 (1136) (US Kapp)
The best description of this instrumental can be attributed to Latin Soul. The beat is unmistakably
Latin, but there is a definite Soul feel to it. Organ and guitar leads. Always been a favourite.
The Jive Fyve - (If You Let Me Make Love To You Than) Why Can't I Touch You/You Showed
Me The Light Of Love (1129) (US Brunswick)
From the stage show 'Salvation'. The ex Jive Five offer a very soulful version of this song. Naturally
there is a definite air of nostalgia about it, that we normally associated with mid-sixties groups. It’s
kind of down R. B. Greaves's 'Take A Letter Maria' alley. This was competing with Ronnie Dyson,
who had a more popish version out at the same time on CBS, which won the chart race. Incidentally
this was to be the great Ronnie Dyson's first chart entry.
Willie Henderson & the Soul Explosions - Funky Chicken Pt 1/ Oo Wee
Baby I Love You (1127) (US Brunswick)
Another instrumental, this time featuring the famed Chicago giant Mr
Henderson, who was also Tyrone's Davis's producer at the time. Strong
bass lines with a subtle brass section interjecting every now and then. There
is no real tune to this because the emphasis is on the pure soul of the thing,
if that makes sense. Soul Funk-tion and totally irresistible. This was a huge
seller in the States.
Jackie Wilson - Higher & Higher/Whispers (1131) (US Brunswick)
Even back in the seventies Jackie's ‘Higher’ seemed to be re-released every other week. Not that it
was a bad thing because it's one of the best R&B tracks of all time. Up tempo, with a good steady
beat. Great guitar riffs throughout actually keep the movement at a hectic pace, and are aided by
some hearty brass and swirling strings. Phew. The flip side is no throw away either. Written by
Barbara Acklin, it's a fantastic ballad that was a hit in its own right in the States. Phew again.
Soulsssssssssssssssssssssssssoulssssssssssssssssssoulssssssssssssssssoul
LOST SOULS
CHICK 'The Stoop Down Man' WILLIS
Robert L Willis, soul/blues singer, was born 24 September 1934 in Cabaniss,
Georgia. After a spell in the US army, he took a job for his cousin, Chuck
Willis, as chauffeur. This proved to be his musical training ground. Mastering
the guitar he eventually joined Chuck's touring review for several years.
Chick's primary influence was Eddie 'Guitar Slim' Jones, who was a regular
act on the Atlanta club circuit. Now an established guitarist and vocalist,
he toured with many R&B acts in the fifties, including Nappy Brown, Ray
Charles and Big Joe Turner.
In the sixties he began fronting his own band. He made his recording
debut in 1956 for the Ebb label, but for many years after was confined to
working for small independent companies.
In 1972, he finally hit with the risque, 'Stoop Down Baby', which was to
become his main claim to fame and his signature tune. Often billed as 'The Stoop Down Man' he
continued to record spasmodically, and was a regular performer on the blues and southern soul
circuit.
He signed for Ichiban Records in 1987, which resulted in seven albums over a ten year period, which
also brought Chick to a wider audience. He continued to record periodically for a variety of labels.
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His last album, released in 2010, MR BLUES: THE BEST OF... SO FAR, where once again we find
yet another version of 'Stoop Down (Baby) Low'.
He died 7 December 2013, from cancer.
FLOYD TAYLOR son of Johnnie Taylor, was born in Chicago, followed his father’s footsteps, but
never achieved dad’s success. Anyway he carved a fairly successful career from Southern Soul.
Recorded for Malaco. He was born on 25 January 1954. He died on 20 February 2014
ANNA GORDY GAYE, sister of Motown label owner Berry Gordy, was a businesswoman, songwriter
and label owner. She founded Anne records in 1959, which lasted about three years. The imprint’s
most notable release must be Barrett Strong's, 'Money (That's What I Want)'. She married Marvin
Gaye in 1963, and they formed a formidable writing partnership. Their most successful composition,
was a bona fide soul classic, 'Baby I'm For Real' for the Originals, which went number 1 R&B and
top twenty pop. She contributed to Marvin Gaye's WHAT’S GOING ON album. She divorced Gaye
in 1977.
She was born 12 December 1921. She died 31 January 2014.
CHARLES LOVE
Charles Love was a founder member of the legendary self-contained
soul group Bloodstone, who went on to score some thirteen R&B hits,
many went pop, from 1973 through to 1984.
Charles Dee Love was born 18 April 1945 in Salina, Kansas. He
attended high school in Kansas City where, along with fellow students,
formed the vocal group The Sinceres. In 1968, having spent years
playing local clubs, the four principal vocalists tried their luck in Los
Angeles. They met band leader Paul Gayton, which resulted in their
first single, 'Don't Waste My Time', on Gayton's Pizazz label. The
remaining members of the group joined up in Los Angeles, where they
settled. The group gained a reputation on the California club circuit,
but failed to get a recording contract.
It was suggested that the group change their name to Bloodstone, and
try their luck in London, England. So in 1972 they arrived in the UK,
and the group’s first gigs were touring Britain, as an unknown support act to Al Green. They created
a sensation, and a recording deal soon followed with UK Decca. Their second album for the company,
in 1973, produced by Mike Vernon, and recorded in Chipping Norton, Oxfordshire, yielded the track,
a superb sweet soul ballad, 'Natural High', which found its way into the UK top forty. But across the
pond the record was massive, zooming up all the charts.
The group were now mainstream, and continued to chart for US London records, including the
marvellous 'Outside Woman'. Following London they had a spell at Motown to no avail. In 1982 they
moved onto the Isley Brothers’ T Neck label, and quickly found the R&B charts again, with 'We Go
A Long Way Back' . Back in favour again they continued to find the R&B charts through to 1984.
Suddenly they found record sales hard to come by.
Although the group’s recordings had dried up, they performed regularly from the mid-eighties. Now
depleted with deaths and departures, three of the original remaining members, Charles Love, Harry
Williams and Charles McCormick, continued to spasmodically tour, mainly on the oldies circuit, up
until fairly recently. During Love’s battle with emphysema he continued to perform, and was seen
travelling with his oxygen tank.
He died 6 March 2014, from pneumonia and emphysema.
Remember you're in
safe soul hands with....

SOULBOY
Keep on keeping on
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I’ve recently seen a few ‘new’ Blues bands for the first time
and, in several cases, I didn’t enjoy what I heard. I recently went to a concert called New Generation
Blues. It consisted of three young bands that were considered bands to look out for in the future
Blues scene.
First up was Federal Charm, a four piece with a great name but no character (or charm!). The line-up
was two guitars, drums and bass. The two guitarists enjoyed themselves playing twin heavy solos
backed by a pathetic dull bass noise mostly on the same notes and with no skill and the drummer
was loud and simplistic.
Second was a three piece, Laurence Jones and his Band. Here was a very interesting skilful guitarist
in the Jimi Hendrix mould, although nothing new, with a good voice which made up for another poor
bass and loud drums.
The third young band, Mitch Laddie, was probably the least interesting guitarist; a member of the
silly hat brigade; he played over a really good bass player and a drummer who could really use his
kit. I found this a pleasant surprise at the end of a show I would rather have not attended.
I didn’t like any of these bands (although they will probably all become millionaires) because the long
guitar solos, poorly miked vocals, tuneless thudding bass lines and too loud drummers are not blues,
and where was a piano or even a sax? The concert, in a small theatre which was half full of older
disappointed Blues fans, was politely applauded but not enjoyed.
Why do drummers have to play so loud as to drown out the vocals, bass players happy to just play
the same note all the time which just sounds like a succession of dull thuds? Guitarists play the same
old longwinded mindless solos which go nowhere. Where are the new young Albert Lees, David
Lindleys, Ry Cooders, Buddy Guys and even B.B. Kings?
You never hear these aimless, pointless, rambling solos when played on the piano or the sax for
that matter. When these instruments are in the band, the solos seem much more exciting and
satisfying.
I think (and hope) this may signify the last rites of the Fender Guitar and the Marshall amp. I have
heard enough of it. It is played out. Let’s get back to the slightly amplified acoustic guitar, a Gibson
or a Gretch, the upright bass (doesn’t that make a great sound slightly amplified a la Willie Dixon)
and back, occasionally, to brushes on the drums, (Be Bop A Lula, Gene Vincent’s great R‘n’R
recording had the drummer using brushes only, again slightly amplified) and an interesting piano
player.
Getting near the end now. Once the tune gets going then it repeats for as many
verses as there is. But there are some add-ons and differences. First of these is the introduction
where a few chords are played to indicate the key and the tempo and might include a tricky start or
introduce a riff (a short rhythmic phrase, which is generally repeated and causes a recognisable
hook to help identify the tune). Two of the most recognisable ‘riffs’ are in ‘What’d I Say’ (Ray Charles)
and ‘Linda Lu’ (Ray Sharpe). The first couple of bars in those cause immediate recognition. Both of
these recordings use the whole 12 bars as introduction.
So, that is the ‘intro’.
If you listen to a blues tune (or an R‘n’R one for that matter) nobody plays the melody. That is left to
the vocals. Even guitar, harmonica or sax solos don’t just play the tune but play their parts around
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the chords. There are not many instrumental Blues and those that are out there are usually very
skilled. (Big Bill Broonzy, Arthur Smith). So the old vocal chords must be brought into action to sing
the Blues tune.
Finally we need an ending (the ‘outro’). A lot of records avoid this problem by having a fade out. I
have an LP by Jimmy Reed called ‘Down in Alabama’ where all the 12 tracks fade in and fade out
so none of those tunes require anything else other than the 12 bar verses. This is definitely not his
best album and not his worst which probably was ‘Jimmy Reed - Live at Carnegie Hall’ which was
neither live nor at Carnegie Hall due to a cock-up in the recordings! Next time we look at probably
the most famous 12 bar blues of them all! So keep practising those three chords until you can do
them in your sleep!
This time I’ve chosen a few from the ‘Red Lick Top 20 Blues’ list issued last month. Red Lick
(Recycling the Blues and other related stuff) have been going for years selling CDs, DVDs, Vinyl,
Books, Magazines, Merchandise, Posters and Calendars, new and used and covering Rhythm &
Blues, Soul, Jazz, Gospel, Rockabilly and Rock‘n’Roll. They are in Cardiff and on line atwww.redlick.com.
Trawling through their list I find;
1) Dr Ross – The Memphis Cuts 1953 – 1956 (JSP double CD)
8) Cyril Neville – Magic Honey (Ruf CD)
15) Eric Bibb – Jericho Road (Dixie Frog CD)
16) Big Bill Broonzy – Volume 13 1949 – 1951 (Document CD)
20) Bobby Bland – The Absolutely Essential Collection (Big 3 Triple CD)
I’ve just chosen 5 from the 20 which interest me and at least one will come off my wants list and onto
my CD player!
I recently recorded, then later watched, a very good film about the Chess recording studio’s
beginnings. It quite whet my appetite to read more about this Chicago label which introduced us to
the Blues.
Chess was as famous as Sun Records (Rock’n’Roll) and Motown (Soulful Pop) in the Blues field. It
took the folk music of black Americans and electrified and urbanised the sound. It is remarkable that
this legacy of wonderful music was set up by two Polish immigrants, Leonard and Phil Chess, who
had no musical training.
Somebody, in 2002, bought me this history, called ‘Spinning Blues into Gold’ by Nadine Cohodas,
a book which won her the Blues Foundation’s 2001 ‘Keeping the Blues Alive’ award for Literature.
That year I never got round to reading it. I have started reading it now and, as far as I have got, it is
a thoroughly good and easy read.
I went again to Aylesbury’s Limelight theatre this time to see Clare Free, guitar
and vocals, with her band, a bass player and a drummer. They were preceded by Popular Jake, a
solo performer who played six numbers, four on slightly amplified full bodied guitar and two on a
National Steel Guitar tuned to the straight chord and played as a slide
guitar. He was dressed in a suit which was a bit incongruous for the
country blues he was playing. He had a strained voice which seemed
just right for the material and I liked him. A good opener for what was
to follow.
Clare Free admitted to being a housewife with kids at home and didn’t
bother to get too much work but she did Aylesbury because she had
started out bumming around pubs in the area and, although I didn’t
know her, there were many in the audience who did and were fans.
She has a very good Blues CD out ‘Dust and Bones’ (with the worst
and most unflattering cover where she is sitting uncomfortably on the
floor and looking terrified) which shows her rather unique Blues guitar
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style. Her voice is a bit frail but has character. It reminded me of Jenny Bohman who was a great
favourite of mine. She had a stand in bass player who was brilliant and did a long three verse solo
which was full of inventiveness. The drummer was great too and not too loud! Clare’s guitar playing
was effortless and listenable and the whole evening was a pleasure.

? I listen a lot to the radio, especially Radio 4 Extra which has lots of plays,
comedy and thrillers. Some time ago I was hooked by a 1939 thriller called ‘Rogue Male’ about an
English assassin on the run. It was written by Jeffrey Household and the heavy hypnotic music
caused me to ask what it was and I was surprised to find it was a piece by Philip Glass, a ‘classical’
composer who is best known for ‘minimalist’ music, repetitive and mesmerising. I bought it and still
find moments when it suits my mood. I did the same with the rather romantic music by Korngold
used in the Dr. Syn serial (by Russell Thorndike written in the early ‘30s) (same station) which I
promptly bought. This brings me to the current (while writing) detective serial, ‘V. I. Warshawski –
Killing Orders’ by Sarah Paretski. It is using three tracks from Buddy Guy’s 1997 release ‘Damn
Right I’ve got the Blues’ which is my most recent CD and full of great Blues with guests including
Clapton and Beck. The powerful bass riffs and piano playing on this CD prove my earlier point about
supporting a truly great Blues guitarist with interesting riffs and solos. There is a great Blues version
of ‘Mustang Sally’ on it which is as good as the original and that’s saying something!
At the moment I choose to listen using the tune titles alphabetically
and I have got to ‘Blue Monday’. I have seven versions of this on my IPod and discounting the most
popular (Fats Domino, two versions including a dubious ‘live’ recording) I have it by Smiley Lewis,
Dr. John, Delbert McClinton, The Crickets and Randy Newman. All these versions are different and
fresh sounding and I like them all and cannot choose a favourite.
Dave Parker
I am off to France for 4/5 weeks so may not be able to produce my usual column in
time for the next publication.
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To commemorate her 70th birthday, Julie Andrews made a
minor alteration to the lyrics of 'My Favourite Things' from the
legendary movie 'Sound Of Music' which may strike a chord
with some of our membership.

Botox and nose drops and needles for knitting,

Walkers and handrails and new dental fittings,
Bundles of magazines tied up in string,
These are a few of my favourite things.

Cadillacs and cataracts, hearing aids and glasses,
Polident and Fixodent and false teeth in glasses,

Pacemakers, golf carts and porches with swings,
These are a few of my favourite things.

When the pipes leak, when the bones creak,
When the knees go bad,

I simply remember my favourite things,
And then I don't feel so bad.

Hot tea and crumpets and corn pads for bunions,
No spicy hot food or food cooked with onions,

Bathrobes and heat pads and hot meals they bring,
These are a few of my favourite things.

Back pain, confused brains and no need for sinnin',
Thin bones and fractures and hair that is thinnin',

And we won't mention our short shrunken frames,
When we remember our favourite things.

When the joints ache, When stair lifts break,
When the eyes grow dim,

Then I remember the great life I've had,
And then I don't feel so bad.
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The

Vinyl Word

Nick Cobban has very kindly allowed TFTW to reproduce articles
from his blog (http://thevinylword.blogspot.com/) so feel free to nip
over and take a look at his many articles. Thanks Nick.
Sunday, February 09, 2014
Marty Wilde at the Half Moon
British rock and rollers of the fifties didn't come any bigger than
Marty Wilde (he is six foot four tall after all). Nearly all his big
hits, including Endless Sleep, Teenager In Love, Donna and
Sea Of Love, were covers of American hits. I dislike covers
with a vengeance but his were credible cover versions, not
wishy washy imitations. And he bucked the trend by having his
self-penned Bad Boy covered by an American (Robin Luke).
He was a star of 6.5 Special, Oh Boy and Boy Meets Girls,
before his career declined in the early sixties but, as the dad of
Kim Wilde, he has been involved in the music business ever
since his first Philips 78, Honeycomb, in 1957.
These days Marty appears frequently with his band the Wildcats in theatres around the UK so it was
good to see him in the much more intimate surroundings of the Half Moon in Putney. Marty still looks
good and his voice remains strong but this was not so much a night of rock and roll as an evening
of nostalgia. The crowd, many of them women of a certain age from Hartlepool apparently, was
enthusiastic and sang along throughout, making it more like karaoke at times. But Marty couldn't
really be blamed for that: it's what his loyal fans expect.
He stuck to well known numbers, beginning with Promised Land and Runaround Sue and moving
on to Danny, his version of Conway Twitty's Lonely Blue Boy, before leaving the stage to the band,
led by Neville Martin on guitar, for a few numbers, including Nut Rocker and Runaway. After a good
version of Endless Sleep he whipped up the crowd with a couple of cowboy songs - Ghost Riders
In The Sky and Rawhide - before finishing the first half with a tribute to his fellow Larry Parnes
stablemate Billy Fury, Halfway To Paradise, then his cover of Sea Of Love and a lively Viva Las
Vegas with noisy audience participation.
The second half was more of the same, although Roy Orbison's I Drove All Night was a surprise,
but with even more of a karaoke feel to it, with a string of oldies including Magic Moments, Wooden
Heart, What Do You Want and Living Doll. Highlights were his original Bad Boy, decent stabs at
Little Sister, Matchbox and Rock Island Line and three of his biggest hits - Frankie Laine's Jezebel,
Donna and Teenager In Love. He finished off with just a hint of rock and roll with Roll Over
Beethoven. His final number, the slowish I Was Born To Rock And Roll, really sums up Marty's life.
After all these years, and at the age of 74, he's still at his happiest, it seems, performing with his
band. It may not be rock and roll, but his fans like it. And why not?
Monday, March 10, 2014
Impressions in Islington
The Impressions are regular visitors to the UK these days, living up to the title of their 1964 album
The Never Ending Impressions. They are more than welcome, as the three man line up retains its
smooth gospel flavoured harmonic sound and the group's back catalogue of soulful songs and
anthems of social consciousness is second to none. Their show at the Islington Assembly Hall last
night was a treat from beginning to end.
Two of the current trio - Sam Gooden and Fred Cash - are originals from the Curtis Mayfield era of
the 1960s and were soberly dressed in dark three piece suits. By contrast Reggie Torian, a relative
newcomer who has only been a member of the group on and off since 1973, wore a spangly silver
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jacket and tie, prompting one member of the audience
to ask him who his tailor is.
The trio went effortlessly through their early numbers,
beginning with Gypsy Woman from 1961 and
followed by It's Alright, Talkin' About My Baby, I'm So
Proud, Keep On Pushing, I've Been Trying, Woman's
Got Soul, the gospel number People Get Ready and
You've Been Cheatin'. All of them were delivered in
perfect harmony, their voices soaring to the high
notes with ease. Next came Gene Chandler's Nothing
Can Stop Me, which led into their civil rights era
songs, including We're A Winner, I Loved and Lost,
This Is My Country and Choice of Colors.
The Impressions have recently recorded a 7 inch vinyl single for Daptone records, produced by
Binky Griptite, a cover of Major Lance's Rhythm, a Curtis Mayfield song which suits the group's style
well. And the show ended with Mighty Mighty (Spade and Whitey) and, inevitably, the group's most
famous civil rights anthem Move On Up. Altogether a delightful show and one which was over far
too soon.
Thursday, March 20, 2014
The Excitements at the Jazz Cafe
There are only a few original sixties soul stars performing regularly
today so the emergence of Sharon Jones and her Daptone co-artists
have given old school soul a fantastic boost. But now there's a new
kid on the block - The Excitements, a band from Barcelona which
features a dynamic singer called Koko-Jean Davis.
I had a look at them on Youtube the other day and then caught the
band on the Andrew Marr TV show on Sunday singing Ha Ha Ha, a
track from their latest album, Sometimes Too Much Ain't Enough,
convincing me to hot foot it to the Jazz Cafe to catch them in action
last night. I was not disappointed. The six man band is great, but it's
the singer that really creates the excitement.
Koko-Jean Davis was born in Mozambique but grew up in the States, before moving to Spain where
she teamed up with the other band members. She's got a soulful voice, great looks, a slim figure
and a furious, all action and very sexy stage presence. She really rocked, never stopping moving
as the band moved swiftly from one original song to another. Think a young Tina Turner from her
Ike and Tina days, or a youthful Sugar Pie DeSanto, or maybe Etta James. That's how good
Koko-Jean is.
The band's first album came out in 2011 and their new one was issued last year on the Penniman
label but they passed me by at the time, so I wasn't familiar with the songs, which included frantic
soul numbers and relatively tender ballads. Among them were Don't You Dare Tell Me, Tell Me
Where I Stand, Ha Ha Ha, I've Bet and I Lost Again, Keep Your Hands Off, Fishing Pole, the ballad
Give Me Back, I Do The Jerk, I Believe You and Wait A Minute.
Koko-Jean wore a ridiculously short pink mini dress for the first half which left little to the imagination
and strutted around the stage with immense confidence. After a short break during which the band
played a couple of Mar-Keys style instrumentals, she returned wearing a tassly mauve number
reminiscent of those early videos of Tina Turner in the Ike Turner revue. Her voice was slightly
overwhelmed by the band at times but powerful enough and she had enough energy and personality
to keep the audience excited throughout, and plenty of on stage action. Definitely a band to watch.
Nick Cobban
As usual, TFTW would like to thank Nick for allowing us to borrow (steal?) his articles.
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Dissects Devolution
That dunderhead Alex Salmond might consider a visit to Specsavers if that admirable
chain does not abandon his country if and when it becomes “independent” of the rest
of the UK.
Among the more memorable stupidities to come from the fat fraud's chops is the
bizarre claim that Scotland would have a good chance of a healthy existence away
from the teat of the English taxpayer since a “smaller country” like Norway can
prosper.
Last time I looked, Norway covered
close to 150,000 square miles,
with a North Sea coastline more
than 2,000 miles long, while
Scotland barely covers 30,000
square miles, making Norway five
times bigger than Scotland.

Yesterday too many wee
bairns like Angus didn't eat.
Today, they will go without
food again. Weak, little
Scots children going hungry
every day. Angus' swollen,
painful tummy is empty, his
tiny body is malnourished.
His mammy does her best to
feed him but there simply
isn't any food at home.

If Troutface is relying on the
stupidity of the Scots he may well
come unstuck, since the province
may be renowned for its cold, its
cabers and its kilts but, to
continue this pleasing alliteration,
the Scots are also known to be
canny.

Today too many sick and
hungry children will go
without porage, tatties or
neeps. Tomorrow, too many
will die from hunger, all
because their mammies and
daddies thought the oil
money would last forever,
and
that
the
tiny,
undeveloped part of north
Britain could go it alone.

And as for the alternatives to the
English pound should Scotland go
it alone, then these already exist.
We know that many a mickle
makes a muckle, so why not
formally adopt the formula 100
mickles to the muckle. Makes
sense to me. Much more sense
than we English subsidising the
Scottish Parliament, the Scottish
tertiary
educational
system,
Scottish medical prescriptions
and hospital parking and so on.

We cannot let this happen.
Just £2 a month is enough
to save a Scottish life. Don't
delay, pledge today.
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With acknowledgement to Mr Angry
It is so considerate of so many of the companies you telephone to play us that lovely music to calm
our nerves while we are hanging on for 20 minutes or more to hear a helpful human voice, don’t you
think? Just one of the many things which cheer me up on a cold, grey day.
As the Monty Python people sang when in a dire situation, you must always look on the bright side
of life. Take my advice and adopt a positive attitude, Mr Angry, and you’ll be much happier.
Take my recent handbag snatching incident (not my handbag I hasten to add, but my mother’s slung
across the arm of her wheelchair). How refreshing to think we could help some poor, underprivileged
12-year old schoolboy to fund his habits, whatever they are. I often donate to charity, though this
particular ‘donation’ was rather forced upon my mother. However on the positive side the boy has
done us a favor as we no longer are encumbered with my mother’s handbag when we go out. I keep
her money safe in my pocket, and this makes me feel rich!
Ah that’s another thing; should you live to be anywhere near my mother’s
ripe old age of 99 (100 later this year, you’ll all be invited to her party!)
provided you have very few savings and live in a rented property they throw
money and benefits at you. Mind you by the time we reach that age they’ll
probably have cut down on these drastically but, always looking on the
positive side, think how we’ll benefit from a starvation diet enabling us to
lose that unhealthy excess weight, and we certainly won’t be able to afford
to smoke which is a great health bonus and saves money at the same time.
Should you not reach your centenary, you’ll get a nice write-up in ‘Tales
From The Woods’ magazine and a toast at the monthly meet-up. It so
cheers me up when reading through several pages of obituaries at the front of this publication to
hear of the wonderful lives these people have led, even though quite often their obscurity while here
with us meant I missed out. However it does brighten my day to read that Fred Bloggs who once
played on a comb wrapped in paper on a Joe Meek recording while standing in his bath, but was
later turned down by Brian Epstein as the fifth (comb-playing member) of the Beatles, lived to the
ripe old age of 112.
Mrs P © Tony Annis

Then there’s the on-going saga of the lift at my mother’s sheltered accommodation. It was out-oforder for several weeks last year, and again this year while they installed a new lift. It only cost the
housing association a paltry £12,000 to install 6 temporary stair-lifts for disabled/elderly residents to
negotiate two floors, and it gives my mother such wonderful exercise which the physiotherapists
recommended. To negotiate the stairs when we go out she had to get up and sit down 24 times, plus
4 more times including her chair in the living-room and her wheelchair downstairs (locked up as it is
only on loan to her, so not ours to donate to someone in need I’m afraid), and it is great for my bad
back pushing the wheelchair as the Scheme Manager has said I can’t use the building’s communal
sockets/electricity to charge-up the wheelchair motor, so I’m getting this wonderful exercise pushing
the wheelchair again.
Oh it’s a grand life, and to know we are all helping so many people we’ve never even met. Every
time you pay your gas or electricity bill, or take a ride on a train, since privatization you’re helping
those wonderful shareholders and directors to earn some lovely money; totalling millions. Gives you
a warm glow inside doesn’t it? Like those wonderful bankers who we helped with big bonuses
because they were so kind in lending people wads of moolah. They can’t be blamed that their bank
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went broke; and really all the government has to do is tell The Mint to print more paper money – as
Alexander the Meerkat would say, ‘Simples!’ Inflation? Don’t worry about it. As Flanders and Swann
sang back in the 1950s, if it costs £1 a time to ride in a red double-decker (I forget the horsepower)
London Transport (now privatized) omnibus it’s well worth it, well actually over £2 a time without an
Oyster card I believe but I don’t care. Another thing to be grateful for – us seniors and disabled get
free bus passes. And if they do eventually stop them, no worries. We can stay in and watch TV (till
they scrap the free TV licenses) or walk everywhere and get some healthy exercise. May even give
some helpful donations to some underprivileged teenage muggers on the way. Wonderful!
Oh there’s so many things to be cheerful about, as Ian Dury told us. So put a big smile on your face,
Mr Angry, and look forward to the next tax increases and MP’s pay rises. I’m sure it will be money
well-spent on really deserving causes, like that nice fleet of shiny new Trident nuclear-armed
submarines up in Faslane, Scotland costing an estimated £100 billion to replace at a time of public
spending cuts. If nothing else, till Scottish independence when it will be booted out, it gives that nice
Mr Cameron a permanent seat in the UN Security Council to veto those nasty, democratic
resolutions voted through by the UN General Assembly. Heaven forbid, we don’t want democracy.
Always remember that nice Benito Mussolini made the Italian trains run on time! In Germany, yes I
could understand Mr Hitler doing that, but to achieve it in Italy was quite an achievement. Maybe Mr
Mosley could have even achieved it in Britain if he’d been given a chance!
We missed out there didn’t we? I blame that brazen floozy Mrs Simpson. If she hadn’t caused
Edward VIII to abdicate I’m sure he’d have invited Mr Hitler and Mr Mosley to make our trains run
on time; he was, after all, as Prince of Wales, a real ‘man of the people’!
Never mind, the privatized railway companies are doing a great job – so many different fares to
choose from. Do I want to pay £5 or £65 for a one-way ticket to Great Yarmouth for Hemsby? We
never had such wide a choice with the old British Rail. And now we have a privatized Royal Mail
service. I’ve read of different colored post boxes in some countries for the different mail delivery
companies, so that will brighten up our streets. Red is such an angry color, some pastel shades
would be nice. And maybe some new ideas – sponsored stamps featuring cheerful adverts? ‘This
letter is sponsored by Ex-Lax to make it go through the system more quickly!’
Tony Papard

Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor,
While Tony Papard and I do not
bat for the same side, we are
certainly on the same team.
So I hate to be picky over his
excellent tribute to Freddie
’Fingers’ Lee last issue, but I’m
damn sure Freddie did not write
‘I’m A Nut’ recorded by (unless
my memory banks are failing)
Leroy Pullins who, I believe,
wrote the song too.
Tempus Fugit.
Paul Barrett
Penarthsville
Deep South Wales

Sorry but I have another obituary for you;
my producer at EMI Columbia from 68/70
passed away last Friday 14th March. His
name was John Burgess and he produced
all my EMI records. He also produced all
the Adam Faith hits, Manfred Mann, Paul
Jones, Freddie and The Dreamers, Peter
and Gordon, David and Jonathan, Phillip
Goodhand Tait, The Pipkins, The
Congregation, and even Ken Dodd. He also
produced Cliff Bennett and the Rebel
Rousers when Chas Hodges played for
them. He was a lovely guy and I owe him a
great deal for getting me going on record.
John was also a partner in Air London
Studios with producers George Martin, Ron
Richards and Peter Sullivan.
Barry Noble EMI recording artist 1968/70
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Born 12 January 1926, died 16 December 2013 from pancreatic cancer, aged 87.
It was circa 1959/60 that I first became aware of Ray Price. I was with my brother Terry Wayne who
had been booked to appear at the American air base at West Ruislip in Middlesex. Terry was top of
the bill and was an immediate hit with the large crowd gathered in the Sergeants and Officers’ club.
I was at the bar having a drink with my father and a couple of family friends who had travelled across
London to see the show (they later lived next door to Marty Wilde in Greenwich for quite a few
years). A sergeant came to the bar and introduced himself as Jack Price, the entertainment and
events manager who had booked Terry. He asked me if it was possible to chat with Terry who was
still in his dressing room in discussion with his agent and manager. I said I would get him to join us
as soon as he was free. Soon Sergeant Price’s wife and friends had joined us and the drinks were
flowing quite freely, as they say.
Terry soon joined us and I introduced him to Sergeant Price who then revealed to me and Terry that
he was the nephew of country music star Ray Price who had just become a member of the Grand
Ol’ Opry.
We all then went to Sergeant Price’s house for a late night barbeque party. At that time I had not
heard of Ray Price but Terry had. The party got into full swing as we listened to some of Ray Price’s
hit songs plus other country music, stars that I had not heard of. The night disappeared into the early
daylight hours very quickly, so it was time to depart the Price household. However, before we left,
Jack Price gave Terry a pile of LPs of Ray Price, the Collins Kids, Faron Young, Chet Atkins and a
few other top recording artists of that time. He also gave Terry his home address and telephone
number in America. It became evident that he was due for demob from his military service and he
wanted Terry to go to America where he felt that Terry would be far more successful, especially with
some help from Ray Price. He also thought Terry was wasting his time and talent the longer he
continued performing in the U.K.
Ray Price was born on a farm in Cherokee County, Texas and spent
his early life working on the farm, doing many of the day to day tasks
that farming requires, including driving the farm’s John Deer tractor at
a very young age (eight years old) but by the time he left school he
was already playing guitar and singing locally.
Come 1942 and Ray could be found at the North Texas Agricultural
College in Abilene, Texas studying veterinary medicine. Uncle Sam
came calling and he was drafted into the marines. He served his
country for four years and in 1946 he returned to college to continue
his veterinary studies. He was also performing locally as Ray Price the
Cherokee Cowboy and appeared regularly on KRBC Radio in Texas.
Although he still harboured thoughts of a career as a rancher, in 1949
he was offered a chance to join the Big D Jamboree in Dallas which is where his family had moved
to during his military service. These factors finally convinced him that his future was to be in country
music.
He first recorded for a minor label, Bullet, and had some success in and around Texas with ‘Jealous
Lies’. This plus listeners to KRBC Radio constantly phoning in requesting information regarding Ray
Price, his popularity grew day by day and it did not take Columbia Records long to come calling. He
signed for them in 1952 and had immediate top ten Country Music chart success with ‘Talk To Your
Heart’ and ‘Don’t Let The Stars Get In Your Eyes’.
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With this success on his CV, Ray then moved to Nashville and became a member of the Grand Ol’
Opry. At this time he met with Hank Williams and they became good friends and Ray went to live
with Hank while he looked for his own property. On the 11th August 1952 Hank Williams was fired
from the Grand Ol’ Opry for continually being drunk. However, he would be offered the olive branch
if and when he found sobriety.
Hank lost the important support of Fred Rose, a big name in country
music then and now. Therefore this lost Hank many dates and this
meant that the Drifting Cowboys, Hank’s legendary band, were not
working for long periods.
They turned to Ray Price for work to help them support their family
needs. This led to Ray Price forming his own band, the Cherokee
Cowboys, which included some of the Drifting Cowboys.
Occasional members of the band included Jack Greene (drums) Hank & the Drifting Cowboys
and later to become a singing superstar himself, nicknamed the jolly
Greene Giant, Willie Nelson, Roger Miller, Johnny Bush and Buddy Emmons on steel guitar. All
played at some time for the Cherokee Cowboys and, with Ray’s Hank Williams style vocals and
backing of the excellent Cherokee Cowboys, they became one of the finest honky tonk country
music bands of all time. This became all too evident by their immense popularity in the Country
Music, Billboard and Cash Box record charts. In the 20 years between 1954 and 1974 Ray Price
amassed an astonishing total of 64 hits of which only 11 failed to reach inside the top twenty.
Included in these hits were 13 which crossed over into the worldwide pop charts, seven becoming
No.1. Among them were ‘Crazy Arms’, ‘My Shoes Keep Walking Back To You’, ‘City Lights’ (his
second million seller), ‘For The Good Times’ (his third million seller which was written by a then little
known singer/songwriter Kris Kristofferson), but probably his most popular recording was a superb
country music version of the Webb Pierce song ‘Release Me’ and we all know who, 13 years later,
had a massive worldwide hit with the same song.
In 1967 Ray varied his music and recording style from honky tonk to pop orientated music. His
backing featured strong orchestral arrangements, as opposed to the traditional fiddle/steel sound of
his mentor Hank Williams.
Fact is that when Ray recorded ‘Danny Boy’ he had no less than 47 musicians including 10 violins
on the session. By now Ray had dispensed with his Western style Nudie suits and had taken to
wearing tuxedos and smart evening clothes. The Cherokee Cowboys were by now also surplus to
requirements. Ray’s popularity grew as his touring and appearances on all the major network radio
and TV shows increased by major proportions.
By 1973 Ray had become tired of the continuous touring and so he semi-retired to his ranch near
Dallas to breed horses but, some five years later, he came to realise he was missing the music
scene and once more returned to the stage. However, recording-wise, Ray was finding it very
difficult to be happy with both the songs and the sounds produced so, by the late 1980s, he had
recorded for no less than seven different labels without top twenty chart success but there were a
few country music hits that found their way onto the Country Music charts.
One of these country hits came in 1980. Ray decided to eat humble pie and ask Willie Nelson to
record an album with him. Willie obliged his old boss and they recorded the album ‘San Antonio
Rose’ from which ‘Faded Love’ charted at No 3 in the Country Music charts. This was truly a
sensational result as there had been a major feud between the two of them for many years which
all dated back to the time when they were close neighbours. Ray was keeping and breeding fighting
roosters and Willie shot and ate one of them after it killed some of his hens. Ray swore that he would
never, ever sing or record a Willie Nelson song again. The reason why Ray kept fighting roosters
has never come to light and is therefore open to conjecture (sounds like something from the Beverly
Hillbillies to me).
Willie had no reason to agree to Ray’s request to record the album as Ray had kept his vow not to
record or sing any of Willie’s songs but he and Ray shook hands and a great album was born.
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Ray appeared in the Clint Eastwood film ‘Honky Tonk Man’ in which
Marty Robbins made his final appearance before passing away
suddenly. A host of other country music stars also appeared in the
film.
Recent albums prior to Ray’s passing are ‘Last Of The Breed’ with
Merle Haggard, and ‘Good Times’ in 1996 which was voted album
of the year and led to Ray being inducted into the Country Music
Hall of Fame in the same year. An album, ‘The Final Sessions’, is
either out or due out now and a who’s who of country music will be
appearing at the Ryman Auditorium on the 17th April to pay their
tributes to an all-time country music legend, Ray Price.
Cliff Stevens

Cliff Stevens
Cliff Stevens is a highly recognisable figure to the artists who fly in to perform at a Tales From The
Woods gig as the first face they see upon arriving; Cliff is waiting to whisk them off to the hotel that
we booked for them. Others will know him better as being brother of singer/guitarist Terry Wayne
whose interests Cliff looks after when he is gigging away from his adopted home of Sweden.
For fans and followers of country music, Cliff would be far better known as a contributor to numerous
periodicals on that very subject over a vast number of years as well as being a DJ and Promoter. Of
late we have welcomed Cliff aboard our ever increasing roster of writers to TFTW magazine adding
their incredible knowledge to their chosen subject for us all to enjoy. Over to Cliff.
Keith Woods
Cliff Stevens was born in Woolwich, London and weaned on
country music from a very early age. His father had a hillbilly act
called Hank Foster and the Hillbillies; they played all the old Moss
Empire circuit up and down the country for 30 years.
His brother David made a big name for himself as Terry Wayne in
the late fifties and early sixties as a Rock’n’Roll star, playing the
early music of Don Gibson, Carl Perkins, Hank Williams etc.
appearing on such television programmes as Six Five Special, Oh
Boy, Jack Jackson, and many more. Terry is now a brilliant
guitarist and top entertainer for the Sheraton Hotel Group and
entertains in their hotels all over the world. He operates from
Sweden, where he has lived for the last 40 years.
However Cliff, despite his liking of country music and his showbiz upbringing, did not 'tread the
boards'; he was football mad and became a useful player, having trials with Notts Forest for one
year and then his favourite side Charlton Athletic. He eventually saw his playing days out in the
Southern League. Throughout this time Cliff continually bought country music albums and at one
stage had over 8000; however the lack of space and the advent of the CD urged him to part with
most of his collection to an ardent collector.
Country and Western clubs locally gave him the taste for country music making, and some 40 years
ago he spent his savings on some disco equipment, and hasn't looked back since. Cliff was a big
success at the 1985 Mercedes-Benz International Festival of Country Music and likewise at the Jack
Daniels Sponsored Festival at Peterborough in 1987. There he was privileged to work with and meet
some of the leading American artists like George Hamilton IV, Billy Walker, Jimmy C Newman,
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Bobby Bare, Billie Joe
Spears, Buck Trent,
Johnny
Cash,
Kris
Kristofferson, Lacy J.
Dalton and many others.
Among the leading British
bands he has worked
with are West Virginia,
Kenny Johnson, The
Dean Bros, Sarah Jory,
The Haleys, Raymond
Froggatt, Colorado, Bob
McKinlay and many,
many more, far too many
to mention.
Cliff
is
also
an
accomplished
writer,
having reviewed records,
shows, and festivals for
the Country Music RootsLine
Dance
UK
Magazine. During his
time with the Magazine
he was lucky enough to
interview some of today's
modern country music
icons and divas such as
Dolly Parton, Shania
Twain, Becky Hobbs, Dale Watson and BR549. Work wise Cliff has appeared at the Wembley
Country Music Festival, four Peterborough Festivals, Corby Festival, Hilton and Sheraton Hotels,
and just about every holiday camp festival in the UK at some time or other.
He also toured Germany, France, Belgium and Holland as part of a complete show featuring the
legendary "Louisiana Hellraisers"; following this he did a short stint on the Sally Line Ferries, but the
highlight of Cliff’s career to date (2011) was when he was asked to play for the Prime Minister and
Cabinet Ministers’ Christmas party at No. 10 Downing Street in 2001. To enable Cliff to do the gig
he was proud to work with Mo Mowlam’s department, helping to provide her with all the necessary
background checks on both him and his driver (and car). Believe it or not these checks took over
five months, before finally they both got security clearance passes. Before she sadly passed away,
Mo wrote Cliff a very nice thank you note, which is now one of his prized possessions.
Some 15 or maybe more years ago Cliff began working with and for Cloud 9 Music Agency, which
was set up and run by a band called West Virginia. Cliff had worked with them previously at various
holiday camp festivals. To date Cliff has done multiple gigs for them in Spain, Portugal, as well as
their New Year parties in the U.K. He has also been added to their "Turn back the years" holiday
festivals in Spain.
Also as another string to his bow, Cliff has been working as the artist liaison/transport manager for
the "Tales From The Woods" social networking agency, looking after many retro ‘50s, ‘60s ‘70s
pop/Rock’n’Roll stars when they appear at theatres/clubs in London's West End.
Because Cliff can play any genre of music from Rock'n'Roll to Disco via ‘60s, ‘70s, ‘80s, ‘90s, etc.
he is kept quite busy locally in and around S.E. London where he lives. However it is country music
that is and always has been his number one music love. This also includes Irish country music, with
which he became very popular on the Irish pub circuit in and around London.
But at the end of the day, wherever he plays, it is his warm genial, friendly smiling personality that
usually wins the respect of his audiences.
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RAY LEE
I first met Ray Lee soon after moving to what is now
my adopted home town of Bromley, in 1973 to be
precise, a far different suburban town to what exists
today. Then as no doubt Ray will recall we had that
splendid oak beam and sawdust floor watering hole
called Hennekeys, a barn of a building often filled with
writers and those that aspired to be, theatricals,
eccentrics of many shapes, and sizes.
Importers Coffee once occupied a central place in the
high street where many an exotic coffee bean from far
afield could be purchased; behind there was a large
tea-room where ladies of a certain vintage and affluence sat and chatted over poached egg and
toast, reminiscing over days long gone in the company of their late diplomatic staff husbands,
whiling away hours comforted in luxury in numerous far flung posts of empire.
For the young, as indeed we were back in those days, we had the Blue Parrot Rooms a little further
along the high street, almost opposite the historical Royal Bell Hotel, named after a ludicrously large
imposing stuffed blue parrot that resided in an equally bizarre large metal cage that hung from the
ceiling as you made your way down a creaky narrow, dusty staircase to the rooms below. Well, two
actually; one that held a capacity of around 50 people (however I don't believe anyone ever
counted), the other room barely large enough for a narrow bar that lined the facing wall. It was here
that budding guitar players and singers would come to test their musical abilities to a young artisan
crowd of musos, students and just the generally curious. Always a faint smell of cannabis mixed with
cigarette smoke seemed to hover permanently in the air.
Sometimes as many as five musicians would cram onto
this tiny stage that was barely more than a couple of
inches raised from the floor. It was one such time that I
counted six, the sixth being Ray fronting five hopefuls
thrown together in a moment in time and enthusiasm. After
he stepped off stage we were soon chatting all things
music, as we still do to this day.
The Blue Parrot Rooms along with Importers Coffee
House, Hennekeys and other such establishments of
character have all long since vanished, replaced by fast
food outlets, bland high street chains and 99p stores. To
walk in to any one of the town's watering holes today, you
could be forgiven for thinking you have entered a holding
pen for the Jeremy Kyle show.
Ray has performed for us at Tales From The Woods a
number of times over the years at many a private party as
well as being a regular face in the audience at our live
shows. Surprisingly he did not make his first commercial
debut with us until he appeared on a bill that included
Chas Hodges, Terry Wayne and Ray Phillips at the Empire
Theatre, Halstead, Essex relatively recently which led to
Ken conducting this interview for Ray’s profile. Now we
shall let Ray do the talking.
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RAY LEE
Ray, age 62, was born in the London borough of
Bromley. His parents were not musicians but did
appreciate music, and a couple of his sisters did have
decent voices. A relative of his on his mother’s father's
side was G. H. Elliott, the music hall star. His father liked
the piano playing of Joe 'Fingers' Carr and also rocker
Jerry Lee Lewis, while his mother enjoyed listening to the
ladies, e.g. Connie Francis, Lita Roza, Theresa Brewer
and Brenda Lee.
Ray went to Southborough Primary School, then RaglanHayesford Secondary Modern school in the 1950s and
1960s. Upon hearing his voice the music teachers
immediately selected Ray for the school choirs, and
these were Ray’s first experiences of performing live.
However Ray’s parents were a little indifferent towards
his singing and just expected him to get a job, so after
school Ray took a job in a local solicitor’s office, then menswear in the 1970s to 1980s.
Perhaps as music influences, Ray remembers watching ITV’s ‘Ready Steady Go!’, ‘Juke Box Jury’
and Brummie Janice Nicholls “Oi’ll give it foive” on ‘Thank Your Lucky Stars’. On the radio it was
Alan freeman's 'Pick of the Pops' Brian Matthew’s 'Easy Beat', the ‘Jack Jackson Show’, and Radio
Caroline.
Records were purchased from Dee-Jays in Petts Wood and W. H. Smith in Bromley High Street.
Although not having much money in the 1960s to buy records, Ray has managed to build up CD
collection and a few rare vinyls. Music being the passion, the only sporting interest Ray had was
tennis, but he no longer participates.
During the 1970s Ray did a lot of amateur dramatics and wanted to go to drama school, but never
made it, but he always knew he was better at singing than acting. Ray does not know why he did
not start the singing first at a younger age, but thinks it was a combination of not realising how hard
it is to act, and not getting encouragement when he was young to push his singing, plus a slight
inherent shyness.
Ray began to play a lot of music, and was always singing along and learning about different vocal
styles, listening and adding his own ingredients to the songs. During the 1990s and in his thirties
Ray entered his first talent show, and came third; that was at The New Concorde in Bermondsey,
as Ray says “Funny name for a pub, now shut.”
Ray then began to enter a lot of London east end talent competitions, and showcases up and down
the country, and had some good results. He was given quite a bit of encouragement, always in the
finals and often winning them. In 1993 he was an act on ITV's 'Stars In Their Eyes' performing as
Steve Grant of the pop group 'Tight Fit', singing the Tokens’ 'The Lion Sleeps Tonight'. A few years
later he toured with 'The Counterfeit Bee Gees' as Robin Gibb, performing numbers such as a spoof
'Massachussetts' and 'Jive Talkin’’. Then came a short working Scandinavian cruise as himself.
Andy Nichols, H. Stevens and Eileen Hughes were just three of the many talent show promoters
Ray worked for at that time.
Ray has developed an eclectic style, and apart from Rock’n’Roll his other loves are swing and jazz,
but he’s not afraid to explore other vocal genres. His influences are diverse, from Bobby Darin and
early Cliff Richard to Manhattan Transfer, jazz scat singer John Paul Larkin, The Beatles and late
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sixties retro rock. Some of these influences would have been recognised when a couple of years
ago Ray played a TFTW show at the Halstead Empire in Essex.
Ray currently holds down a full time job as a security officer in the city, but wants to retire soon and
hopefully make up for lost time as a performer, he does not have any regular singing work, but would
hopefully like to join a band. Ray is glad he became a Woodie, and has known Keith Woods for
nearly forty years, from meeting at a gig and chatting about vintage music. Ray loves the concept
of the magazine. His first album 'Jazzin' and third, were reviewed in the TFTW magazine by Brian
Clark, see issue nos. 32 and 67. The two other albums Ray claims are not really rootsy enough,
using a lot of standard backing tracks.
TFTW wishes Ray success for his future ambitions.
Ken Major

All these events are brought to you by our esteemed TFTW Social Secretary Mr John Jolliffe:
Here is the 2014 list of TFTW OUT & ABOUT social activities. Something for everyone. Full details,
meet up times etc, nearer the date.
We are still looking for an additional Sunday outing that we haven't done yet. So any sensible ideas
will be very much welcome and considered. A day at the seaside/walk in the country?
Thursday 17th April. Mashers go to the bank. Pie & Mash at S&R Kelly, before heading off to the
Bank of England museum. (Meet 1.30pm Bethnal Green tube/Bethnal Green Road entrance)
Friday 25th April. Monthly Gang Meet Up.
Tuesday 6th May. Woodies go horse racing at Kempton Park. (Meet Waterloo Stn)
Friday 30th May. Monthly Gang Meet Up.
Thursday 12th June. TFTW second ale trail. A selection of rather unique pubs around Southwark.
To soak up the beer, we will have something to eat after, for those who want it, or are still standing
up. (Meet Waterloo)
Friday 27th June. Monthly Gang Meet Up.
Sunday 29th June. Leigh-on-Sea Folk Festival (Meet tba)
Friday 25th July. Monthly Gang Meet Up.
Sunday 3rd August. Day out to Greenwich by boat. For the brave maybe a return trip across the
Thames on the Emirates cable car. (Meet Embankment)
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Thursday 21st August. Mashers go to war. Pie & Mash at Manze's, before heading off to the
Imperial War Museum. (IWM is currently undergoing a major building redevelopment and is
expected to reopen on the 19th July. In the unlikely event this fails to happen, HMS Belfast is on
stand by). (Meet Borough)
Friday 29th August. Monthly Gang Meet Up. Our annual visit to the Tattershall Castle. This is
always a popular meet up. To avoid the usual chaotic problem of finding a restaurant to
accommodate a large number of Woodies, on this occasion only, a head count will be taken nearer
the time. So if you would like to be included in the meal, a restaurant reservation will then be made
for those who have given advance notification that you will be dining.
Thursday 18th September. Your shout.
Either A) A late morning/afternoon around Portobello Road. Maybe lunch at Cockneys Pie & Mash,
or at one of the many eateries around the area. Will be plenty of time to check out the record shops
and nooks and crannies. Finally we shall go to the Museum of Brands. Surround yourself with
mementos of your wayward childhood. (Ladbroke Grove tube)
or B) Or something more relaxing. Chelsea Physic Garden, maybe lunch there. Moving onto the
Royal Hospital Chelsea. (Meet Sloan Sq tube)
Friday 26th September. Monthly Gang Meet Up.
Thursday 16th October. Fullers Griffin Brewery Tour, Chiswick. The tour includes all aspects of
beer making, culminating with the highlight of any tour, the tasting session. Tickets must be booked
in advance, so a head count will be taken nearer the time. (Hammersmith or Turnham Green tube.
tba).
Friday 31st October. Monthly Gang Meet Up.
Friday 28th November. Monthly Gang Meet Up.
Tuesday 30th December. Christmas Gang Meet Up. We shall once again return to our festive
location, the Strand Carvery.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
AN EVENING OF BOOGIE WOOGIE
This special piano evening will be a celebration of most roots music piano styles as well as boogie
woogie, along with a rhythm & blues/rock n roll/rockin blues soundtrack.
Sunday 22nd June at the Spice Of Life 6 Moor Street, Cambridge Circus, London, W1D 5NA
Doors 7-30pm,

Close 10-30pm

Ticket details to be announced soon.
PAST EVENTS
NEWMAN ARMS BAR & PIE ROOM 28th February 2014
The Newman Arms, Rathbone St, W7, was built in 1730.
Anyway it is nowadays an excellent old fashioned real ale
bar that pulls a well-kept pint. It was here that saw us
Woodies gathering for the regular monthly gang meet up.
The pub was rather crowded, and was a squeeze to get to
the bar. But what do you expect in Central London on a
Friday evening?
A little after the time the restaurant had been booked for
finds fifteen Woodies, including a couple of Lady Woods,
climbing the rickety stair case to the PIE ROOM.
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The Pie Room can only hold around twenty four
people, so we find ourselves crammed in on one side,
no problems. The interior is full of character, which
seems to have escaped any updates for many
decades. As you would expect a menu featuring a
variety of homemade savoury pies and puddings. You
name what animal, it would be hidden under the pastry
lid or wrapped in its suet case.
Needless to say amongst us,
we ordered a fair selection of
what was on offer. I plumped
for the chicken and broccoli in
pepper sauce pie, which was
absolutely delicious. The inflated puff pastry lid, once removed, exposed
loads of gorgeous meat and a hearty filling, all served with a decent
selection of fresh vegetables. Plenty of wine to wash it all down.
The brave amongst us went for a traditional sweet pudding, bread and butter, jam roly poly, or
spotted dick.
By the time we had finished, most of us had definitely put on a few pounds with all that yummy food
inside.
Full marks to our server/waitress, who helped the evening along with her good humour and attentive
service.
This was yet another fun and enjoyable meet up. Will we be returning? Definitely in the not too
distant future. Next time let's try and fill the room up with just Woodies.
The Newmans Arms has had many functions since 1730, including a brothel. I bet those lassies
would have scoffed down the pies during their tea break.
Soulboy

MASHERS CLUB 25th January 2014
On the Saturday several TFTW Mashers
took a pilgrimage to Cooke's pie & mash
emporium in Hoxton market, opposite the
Geffrye Museum in the Kingsland High Road,
which includes pieman owner Joe Cooke.
Steamingly delicious.
Then a stroll through Hoxton open air market,
and buses to the TFTW pre-show
meet’n’greet in our usual West End King's
Head pub. This pub houses a very unusual
framed painting of Jerry Lee Lewis, I'll see if
I can get an image in a future TFTW
magazine.
Our private room was packed with fans to
meet Buddy Britten and Sam Hardie, and an
excellent buffet was laid on, f.o.c. courtesy of
Keith. Nice so many people made the effort to be there.
Ken Major
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This is an amazing 2 CD set featuring the guitar wizardry of
Marco Di Maggio on a variety of self-penned and other wellknown songs. The well-known standards do not, however,
sound exactly like they were originally intended. Marco is an
innovator and would hardly ever do just a straight cover.
Disc 1 begins with Marco’s interpretation of Bob Wills’ “San
Antonio Rose” which Floyd Cramer took into the lower half of the
UK charts back in 1961. Di Maggio rocks it Bluegrass style with
massive Chet Atkins influences throughout. It highlights right
from the start that there are few who can come anywhere near
to his amazing guitar technique.
There are many contrasts and “Egno” is a sinister tremolo laden
typical guitar instrumental similar to those popular in the early
‘60s and the following Surf era. It is an original whilst “Lover” was written pre rock and roll by the hit
song-writing team of Rogers and Hart. It starts gently then erupts into a frenzy. Still more pre rock and
roll is the 1940 Jimmy Van Heusen/Johnny Burke standard, “Polka Dots & Moonbeams”, which became
Frank Sinatra’s first US hit. It is given a medium paced jazz treatment which would have pleased the
writers. “Tiger Rag” was originally written and performed by the Nick La Rocca Dixieland Jazz Band and
was recently revived by Jeff Beck, Imelda May and Darrel Higham. Marco covers neither version but
gives it more of an Atkins style, blazing his fingers across those frets as if his life depended on it.
The Leon Payne classic “I Love You Because”, immortalised by both Elvis and Jim Reeves, is definitely
where jazz meets rockabilly. It is a brilliant rendering and a highlight on the CD! Also a highlight is his
version of Gene Vincent’s “Pink Thunderbird” written by Paul Peek which he commercialises with a
double track vocal style. The picking, however, is pure Blue Cap. “Lula’s Memories” is dedicated to
Marco’s kitten and is played in a sort of Duane Eddy twangy ballad style. “Ta Dah!” is another lively
instrumental which, apart from “Pink Thunderbird”, utilises the most rockabilly rhythm on this set. “Tonite
Will Be The Last Nite” is the old Warren Smith Sun cut but taken a little more pacier.
Disc 2 continues mixing jazz with rockabilly and surf and begins with the 1938 Ray Noble jazz classic
“Cherokee” which gives Marco a wonderful platform to show off his skills... an excellent reading!
“Surfandango” appears to be a surfing adaptation of the WWE Fandango theme “ChaChaLaLa”
originally written by Jim Johnston although the writer credits are Marco and Francesco Chisc. The Fats
Domino classic immortalised by Johnny Burnette, “All By Myself”, is one of the few vocals on this set and
Marco attacks it vigorously. “Silver Moon” is another Di Maggio original inspired by Chet Atkins but taking
up the pace a notch or two. It’s a sort of country rag with more notes in one bar than most guitarists would
play in a whole song! “Tokyo Affair” is where, it appears, surf meets James Bond but the Pat Ballard
classic “Mr Sandman”, originally a hit for the Chordettes in 1954 and recently revived by the Puppini
Sisters, is more Django Reinhardt than Chet Atkins, who performed this in 1954. “Superpicking Polka”
takes speed playing to another level and, after such an attack, it is almost bliss to listen to Marco
crooning to the more medium paced original “Forever”. “Bruno” is definitely back in the Chet Atkins style
and is a delight to the ears. The set ends with an instrumental version of Eddie Cochran’s “Rock‘n’Roll
Blues”.
This is a CD for those with eclectic music tastes and obviously Marco Di Maggio fans. It is not for the
die-hard purist rockabilly or Rock’n’Roll fan. If, however, you can shake off your prejudices, then you will
be amazed by Marco’s performances here. I think every guitar player should own this CD. It is
inspirational!

Steve Aynsley
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This is Vince’s second release on Western Star records, the first
being “788 Years of Rock’n’Roll” which featured 14 Rock’n’Roll
tracks with his current band, the Memphis Tones plus some guests
which included Marty Wilde, Chas Hodges and Albert Lee. This new
rockabilly CD utilises, in the main, a band put together by label boss
Alan Wilson featuring himself on lead guitar, Steve Whitehouse on
slap bass and Ben Turner on drums. They are augmented from time
to time by additional musicians and backing singers.
Some of Vince’s early recordings featured covers of rockabilly
originals like Carl Perkins’ “Lend Me Your Comb” and Gene Vincent’s
“Five Days” so this is a welcome return to those halcyon days of the
‘50s when Vince was a regular performer on “6-5 Special”, “Oh Boy”
and “Drumbeat”.
The title track, written by Vince and Alan Wilson, is reflective of how long Vince has been in the business
and harks back to the days when he appeared at the 2i’s coffee bar in Soho although the story has been
changed to include references to pre-historic characters. There is nothing pre-historic about Vince,
however, and he attacks the song with vigour and energy as he does on all his recent stage performances.
“Don’t Tell Me Your Troubles” is a Don Gibson song which was covered in the UK in 1959 by Emile Ford.
Vince’s version stays pretty close to the original with Alan following the guitar patterns of Chet Atkins
and Ray Edenton.
Tommy Sands’ “Blue Ribbon Baby” was featured by Vince on “Oh Boy” and on the LP of the same name.
This is a great version here and leads in nicely to a new cover of Tommy’s “The Worrying Kind”. This
song is ideally suited to Vince and you can’t help wondering, had he covered it at the time, he might have
gained the hit record that he so rightly deserved. The same could be said for his version here of Charlie
Rich’s “I’m Coming Home” which Carl Mann cut in Memphis for Phillips International. This track has
added piano for good measure! “My Adobe Hacienda” is a nice version of Billy Williams and The Pecos
River Rogues RCA Victor USA chart hit. Hank Snow also recorded it in 1962 with Anita Carter and so it
is fitting that Vince follows this with Hank’s most famous song “I’m Movin’ On”, which was a bit of a rocker
for Hank by any standards. This is a very appealing version incorporating fiddle and steel guitar to give
it a more country feel.
Vince revisits Carl’s “Lend Me Your Comb” with more of a rockabilly feel than on his original Decca
recording which featured jazzer Ivor Moraintz on lead guitar. Written by Buck Peddy and Mel Tillis,
“Lonely Island Pearl” was an original 1958 RCA cut for Johnny & Jack but covered over here in 1962 by
Vince’s stable-mate in the Larry Parnes organisation, Joe Brown. Vince makes a great job of it with some
nice harmonies provided by Liz Avent.
Vince became great friends with Eddie Cochran during the ill-fated 1960 tour with Gene Vincent. Eddie
played Vince his latest recording “Three Steps to Heaven” on a car journey but did not live to see it climb
up the charts. Vince has performed that song as a tribute to Eddie on many occasions but here we have
his version of an earlier cut by the Cochran Brothers... “I’m Ready” which has become a firm favourite
over the years following its posthumous release here in the UK. Vince sings it with the reverence only
he could with a Cochran song.
Peanuts Wilson’s “Cast Iron Arm” features Rachel Hutchinson on sax and DJ Geoff Barker on lead
guitar. It rocks along just like the original and is another which could have been popular for him had it
been made available to him at the time. The CD finishes with Vince winding his larynx around Huelyn
Duvall’s “Modern Romance” written by Danny Wolfe. This is a great closer and an imaginative choice.
I must say, I am impressed with this CD and the choice of material. It is not wild rockabilly but the more
commercial variety which I find most appealing. Both Vince and Alan deserve praise for a job well done!
Steve Aynsley
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I am pleased to say that Mrs Angry is a kind-hearted soul. She puts others before herself
and has an empathy I admire. This also means that, sometimes, others take advantage of
her.
Case in point: The British Red Cross. Around five years ago, completely unbidden, a pile of
branded British Red Cross Christmas cards arrived, with the suggestion that Mrs Angry paid
for them. She had them, so she used them to send to friends and family, and her conscience
compelled her to pay the somewhat inflated rate the British Red Cross suggested the cards
were worth.
This went on, irritatingly, for a couple of years, until towards the end of last year. The British
Red Cross, or rather the call centre employed by the company employed by British Red
Cross to raise money for them, started making unsolicited calls to Mrs Angry suggesting
she set up a standing order to give them money on a regular basis.
They suggested £15 a month initially, and Mrs Angry, who is not Angry at all, well, not at
this point, explained she was on a fixed income, and gave to charity as and when she could
afford it, but could not afford to commit that level of expenditure every month. The calls
began daily, then sometimes twice a day. The caller(s) wheedled and whined, finally
suggesting £2 a month after at least six weeks of meal/shower interrupting calls at all
hours of the day and evening.
Mrs Angry became distressed, as you might expect. She wanted to help, but could not afford
to commit. Finally, she told them unless they stopped calling, she would even stop buying
their over-priced Christmas cards. Last word from her to them: Leave Me Alone.
Then a funny thing happened. Piles and piles of packs of Christmas cards from every charity
under the sun popped through the letter box. Too many charities to name.
Initially, I thought that British Red Cross, having expired every option to pick this poor
woman's purse, had sold her details to other charities. Further research proved this wrong.
Many, many charities use the same company to raise money for them by whatever means
possible. So Mrs Angry was merely a live prospect on a massive database.
What do we learn from this? Give to charity, by all means. Put money in a busker's hat, buy
a raffle ticket, purchase a poppy, show you care with a charity daffodil in your button hole
or a green button.
But whatever you do, don't give any charity your address or telephone number since their
call centres are manned by many more aggressive than those who want to sell you double
glazing or claw back mis-sold PPI. Give them your details, and you identify yourself as a
mark, a shill, a mug punter, a victim. They mess with the consciences of the kind-hearted,
cause general distress, and should be banned from making nuisance phone calls.
So, does Mrs Angry still give to charity? No, and not for this reason. When she discovered
that the top executives at all the big charities pay themselves north of £100K a year she was
able to give up the charity habit immediately, without a backward glance. She even
considered phoning them to ask if they might consider giving her some money.
She needed it more than they did.
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Baker’s Dozen
A dip into 40 years of correspondence from the
Ken Major (London) / Chuck N. Baker (Las Vegas) archive cabinet
Contact Ken for the fuller stories.
1. Gladys Knight has a Fox TV role in “New York Undercover,” but receiving flak for becoming the
official spokesperson for Aunt Jemima, some felt Gladys had betrayed her Afro-American heritage
by endorsing a character once viewed as the stereotype of fat black maids, mammies and aunties.
Les Brown, a church motivational speaker and Gladys’ fiancée, said “This is a woman who passed
up millions by refusing to perform in apartheid South Africa”. They met two years ago but their
wedding was postponed when Brown’s mother died. Source: Cassandra Spratling, Las Vegas
Review-Journal, 11.12.1994
2. The 57 persons jazz group photo taken in 1958 by Art Kane “A Great Day In Harlem” included the
white jazz pianist Marian McPartland. Born Margaret Marian Turner in Slough, Bucks, 20.3.18, she
could pick out a tune at age three. Accepted by the Guildhall School of Music and Drama at 17, she
quit in 1938 to join Billy Mayeri and His Claviers. Joined ENSA and met cornetist Jimmy McPartland
in 1944, moved to Chicago in 1946. For over 30 years became the hostess on NPR’s ”Marion
McPartland’s Piano Jazz”. Received OBE on 2010, died August 2013. Source: Don Heckman, L.A.
Times 22.8.2013
3. Sid Bernstein took a course which required he read a British newspaper once a week. Reading
about the Beatles, unknown in America, he tracked down Brian Epstein and for $6500 booked the
group for two shows at the Carnegie Hall in 1964. The Hall believed they had taken on a folk group.
Three days before the show the Beatles played the Ed Sullivan show. In 1965 he booked the group
to play in August at Shea Stadium, then again in 1966. Sid, son of Jewish immigrants, was born
12.8.18 in Manhattan and raised in Harlem and used to sneak into the Apollo. Source: L.A. Times,
30.8.2013
4. Teena Marie, the “Ivory Queen of Soul”, was one of the few white musicians who recorded for
Motown. Her bluesy voice fooled many fans believing she was black, and her 1979 debut album
“Wild and Peaceful” which went gold, purposely showed a seascape rather than a photo. Her photo
appeared on her next 1980 album “Lady T” by then she had a large black following. Rick James
became her mentor and lover, and duetted with her on “I’m A Sucker for Your Love”. Teena was
found dead at her Pasadena home by her daughter in December 2010. Source: Christopher
Goffard, L.A. Times 27.12.2010
5. Cyndi Lauper saw a film about the roots of rock at the Cleveland Rock & Roll Hall Of Fame and
commented it was too male dominated, hence a new exhibit. “Women Who Rock: Vision, Passion,
Power”. 9% of its inductees are women. There will be a film about women in rock, with Cyndi Lauper
and Wanda Jackson due to headline the annual benefit concert. Wanda is currently touring with
Jack White with much success. “They (fans) have gone back and found all these songs and sing
along with me. Man, this is what I wanted in the ‘50s and ‘60s”. Source: Meghan Barr, Las
Vegas-Review Journal, 15.5.2011
6. Frankie Gaye, younger brother of Marvin, served as a radio operator during the Vietnam war. He
wrote letters to Marvin expressing his disgust with the war and his experiences influenced several
tracks on Marvin’s 1971 Motown album “What’s Going On”. These included “Save The Children”,
“Inner City Blues” and “Mercy Mercy Me”. Frankie began singing in a church as a kid. He worked
with Mary Wells and Kim Weston and composed the soundtrack to the 1972 film “Penitentiary and
I”. He toured extensively in the USA and UK. Died of heart attack January 02. Source: L.A. Times
3.1.2002
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7. Flamingos group founders of 39 yrs, are Ezekeil J Carey, lead singer and brother Jacob A. Carey,
singer. Archie Satterfield, 8 yrs, singer, played with “The Justifiers”, “The Touch Of Silk”, and at Jnr.
High played with “The Bonnevilles.” Ron Reace, 2 yrs, keyboards, played with The Clovers. His first
road group was with Phil Flowers and Chuck Brown and “The Soul Searchers”. Keni Michael Davis,
1 yr, b/s gtr. previously played a TV show at the Ritz. Manny Kellough, 2 weeks, dms also plays with
the local jazz band “Cosmosis”. Source: Louise M. Allen, Las Vegas In-Music Magazine, Dec 1991
8. Ernest Kador Jr. aka Ernie K-Doe was the 9th of 11 children and son of a Baptist minister. An
R&B singer, K-Doe was a regular on the New Orleans nightclub circuit, and Allen Toussaint who
penned “Mother-In-Law” took the single to No. 1 on the U.S. pop charts. Toussaint also produced
the record and played the song’s signature piano. K-Doe told the Chicago Tribune that “it was not a
hard song to sing because my mother-in-law was staying at my house, and it was 19 years of pure
sorrow”. K-Doe died July 2001 from “various internal illnesses”. Source: Geoff Butcher L.A. Times
7.7.2001
9. Lisa Ross Agbalaya, employee of James Brown, sued him for $2 million for sexual harassment,
wrongful termination, and intentional infliction of emotional distress. On 19.1.02 James Brown was
cleared of most of the charges but the court found the James Brown Enterprises Inc., had wrongfully
terminated Lisa. Brown said he fired Lisa when he closed down the West Coast Office, and his
lawyer, Debra Opri, said they would appeal against the verdict. Opri said Lisa’s suit was invalid
because the wrong company name was used. Source: Gina Piccalo and Louise Roug, L.A. Times.
20.2.2002
10. Marion McPartland moved to N.Y in 1949. In her life played various piano Jazz styles from
ragtime to bebop. Appeared at the Hickory House jazz club for a decade in the ‘50s with Joe Morello
on drums, Bill Crow on bass. In ’54 made their 1st Capitol record “The Marion McPartland Trio.”
Duke Ellington was one of her greatest influences, and she made a CD tribute on Concorde “The
Single Petal Of A Rose, the Essence of Duke Ellington”. Teddy Wilson, George Shearing, Dave
Brubeck appeared on her show. Died August aged 95. Source: Don Heckman, L.A. Times
22.8.2013, f/u from last issue
11. Mae Smith grew up in Lula, Miss, where a black man pushed a broom at her school. Later she
found his name, Frank Frost, in a book. “I thought he was the town drunk” said Mae, who helps to
run the Delta Blue Museum in Clarksdale, Miss. T-Model Ford, whose ankles are scarred from a
Tennessee chain gang, and walks with a cane because a jack slipped and a truck crushed one leg,
sings about pistol fights. He killed a man in Tennessee, stabbing him in the neck after the man
buried a knife in his back. “They gave me 10 years but was out in two.” Source: Rick Bragg, San
Francisco Chronicle, 22.4.2001
12. In 1959 Gwendolyn Gordy Fuqua the 1st entrepreneur of the 8 Gordy children, and sister Anna,
persuaded her family to loan brother Berry Gordy $800 to make a master recording of Marv
Johnson. She helped Berry write several hits for Jackie Wilson, including “Reet Petite”, “To Be
Loved”, “Lonely Teardrops”, “That’s Why” and “I’ll Be Satisfied”. She married Harvey of the
Moonglows that included Marvin Gaye, and formed the Harvey and Tri-Phi labels. In 1963 the labels
merged with Motown. She also founded Anna Records. Gwendolyn died of cancer in San Diego
8.11.99. Source: L.A. Times 12.11.1999
13. CeDell Davis says “The blues is about peoples, and as long as there’s peoples there will be
blues. The blues tells a story. Hip Hop don’t tell no story. It don’t know story about women, men,
trains, buses, cars, birds, alleys, stores”. The Delta, like the blues belongs to black people the
people here say, though many do not own enough of it to root a vine. It was their sweat that cleared
its vast forests and transformed a 19th century jungle into the richest farmland on earth. It lies in the
deltas of the Mississippi and Yazoo rivers. Source: Rick Bragg, San Francisco Chronicle, 22.4.2001

Chuck N Baker / Ken Major
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NEW ORLEANS SECOND LINE
by Patty Lee and Armand St. Martin
This column, written by husband-wife team Patty Lee and Armand St. Martin, features Roots News From
The Crescent City - - A flavorful gumbo of who's who and what's what of New Orleans Music

Now that March Madness has ended after an unusually cold spell in
New Orleans, and April Fool's Day is closely behind us already, New
Orleanians are still recapping their Valentine's Day memories, Mardi
Gras, and other musically important holidays while also springing
forward into Springtime with festivals, special events, outdoor parties,
and more - all of which require music!
After Mardi Gras, French Quarter Festival (FQF) is really the next
"biggie." For the Spring in the Big Easy, FQF can't be topped, as the
Quarter fills to overflowing with locals, vacationers, and visitors of all
ages, arriving in droves for free music in the streets and on stages, and
with special events that abound from April 10-13, 2014. With 21 Music
stages and 21 more "Special Events and Places" stages, every year
offers a smorgasbord for everybody, including "The World's Largest
Jazz Brunch" (with restaurant-hopping to over 60 eateries) that is
broadcast live by WWL-AM870. Do we need to say more? Music is
what makes New Orleans go 'round, while also encouraging folks to
find a feeding frenzy to pair with their music enjoyment.
French Quarter Fest delivers annually with musical acts like Irma
Thomas, Preservation Hall Brass, Waylon Thibodeaux, BeauSoleil
avec Michael Doucet, Wendell Brunious, Nathan and the Zydeco Cha
Chas, Davell Crawford, Rebirth Brass Band, Don Vappie & the Creole
Jazz Serenaders, Dr. John and the Nite Trippers, the Dukes of
Dixieland, Walter Wolfman, New Orleans Cottonmouth Kings, the Dixie
Cups, Charmaine Neville, the Original Pinettes Brass Band, Clive
Wilson's New Orleans Serenaders, James Andrews, Symphony Chorus of New Orleans, Los
Po-Boy-Citos, Susan Cowsill, Rockin' Dopsie and the Zydeco Twisters, Treme Brass Band, Orange
Kellin's New Orleans Deluxe Orchestra, Norbert Slama Trio, and Lionel Ferbos and the Louisiana
Shakers, to list a few highlights of many.
Armand St. Martin at Mardi
Gras 2014 as the "Roving
Artist Reporter" for Yellow
Ribbon Radio
(c) 2014 Patty Lee

Speaking of the extraordinary jazz trumpeter Lionel Ferbos, Mr. Ferbos is 102 (born July 17, 1911)
and is the eldest active working professional musician in the City of New Orleans. His career was
created in New Orleans, and he still remains in the City where for years now, every Saturday night
he heads up his Palm Court Jazz Band at the Palm Court Jazz Cafe on Decatur Street in the French
Quarter. He is a master chart reader and writer. Armand and Patty Lee St. Martin enjoyed Lionel
Ferbos and his Palm Court Jazz Band at Maison on
Frenchman Street in the Marigny (adjacent to the French
Quarter), March 30th for the Nickel-a-Dance series. "The
club was packed to over-flowing that looked more like a
'who's who' at an Oscar red carpet event than an easygoing Sunday springtime afternoon at a free show. Fans
and their friends and guests squeezed into the standingroom-only Maison to enjoy Mr. Ferbos. His dedicatedfollowing adores and appreciates this humble and very Handmade sign for Nickel-a-Dance
talented musician, understandably so. The dance floor was
(c) 2014 Patty Lee
hopping."
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Lionel Ferbos and his Palm Court Jazz
Band, Ferbos is center stage
(c) 2014 Patty Lee

Lionel Ferbos, 102,
Maison, New Orleans
(c) 2014 Patty Lee

Lionel Ferbos at the end of the
show (look at all the sheet
music!) (c) 2014 Patty Lee

Recapping a few musical highlights of February, Armand St. Martin
enjoyed entertaining on Michael Jackson's antique Hazelton Grand
Piano (purchased at auction) on the evening of Valentine's Day at the
Ritz-Carlton New Orleans for the National Basketball Retired Players
Association (NBRPA). New Orleans' former City Council President,
Arnie Fielkow is currently the CEO of
NBRPA in Chicago. "Arnie contacted
us from Chicago because he is a fan
of Armand's New Orleans-styled solo
piano entertainment," Patty reports, In attendance at Lionel
"and Arnie booked Armand for this Ferbos' concert, legendary
prestigious event which was the kick- Deacon John and awardoff to the NBRPA National winning filmmaker Glen Pitre
(c) 2014, Patty Lee
Convention. The guest list was very
protected, the party was a welcome
to the retired superstar basketball players and their wives only.
We've never seen so many tall people up-close at one time in our
lives!" Armand performed his popular cover songs of New Orleans'
originals. "Michael Jackson's grand piano is a unique piano in that
Armand St. Martin sound- it's clearly an antique that has been expensively reworked to play
and sound great," Armand adds.
checking on Michael
Jackson's antique Hazelton
Grand Piano at the Ritz
Carlton New Orleans
(c) 2014 Patty Lee

As for another Louisiana music event: "We were personally invited
to spend time and attend Mickey Gilley's sold-out concert which of
course we didn't miss a beat in accepting," Patty offers. "Mickey is
a true entertainer and a gentleman and a lot of fun to be with."
Armand adds, "Mickey was very generous to Patty and me. His
concert, which was filled with non-stop entertainment from beginning to end, from the songs to his
patter, had a lot of depth. His hit songs are very impressive, as is his singing and performance. His
band is made up talented musicians. All the musicians were really well-rehearsed as were his
female back-up singers, everything was choreographed and planned to a 'tee'. Mickey performed
his 17 #1 hit songs and all his other hit songs, along with his cover songs that he sings with such
ease you'd think they too were his own originals."
"One cover of Mickey's that I particularly enjoyed," Armand adds,
"was the Buddy Holly song, 'True Love Ways.' It's a beautiful love
song where the chord changes are unique. Mickey certainly made the
song his own and his recording is also really beautiful. I was so
inspired by Mickey's rendition that later I googled the song on YouTube. I came across the Buddy
Holly version and listened carefully. The title is very tricky. Holly's voice is stunning and the quality
of the recording is amazing, being a NY recording session complete with strings, yet nothing was
taken away from the beauty of Buddy Holly's voice and the beauty of this song. Every note was
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perfect. Another cover Mickey sang which was also stunning and beautiful was Ray Charles' song,
'You Don't Know Me'. Mickey certainly made this song his own too, and his recording is also really
beautiful."
A New Orleans note of interest is that the Churchill Society has become very
strong here over the last couple of years. "Starting April 2, 2014 plus the
following days after, New Orleans is the host to the full International
gathering of Churchill Society Members with numerous lectures, and
presentations, even featuring some descendants of Winston Churchill,"
Armand says. Armand St. Martin's Maison C'est Bon Jazz Trio performs for
the sold-out VIP Patron Party for this special event at the famous Garden
District mansion, the Fenner House, where Jefferson Davis, passed away on
December 6, 1889.
Speaking of historical organizations in New Orleans, Armand will perform his
solo concert for the Louisiana Historical Society (LHS) lecture series. He is
also 2nd V.P. of the LHS. Founded in 1835, this is the oldest historical The Fenner House
organization in Louisiana. Following in the footsteps of "Louisiana and New
where Jefferson
Orleans piano legends" like Fats Domino, Professor Longhair, Mickey Gilley, Davis died (c) 2014
Dr. John, Huey Piano Smith, Jerry Lee Lewis, Tuts Washington, Allen
Patty Lee
Toussaint, and James Booker - and while performing his own brand of New
Orleans music - his concert is billed as "Live Performance: Original Songs and Stories by Armand
St. Martin".
Music and music stories are traded constantly in New Orleans. Armand will perform on a bill with
Allen Toussaint and Marsha Ball during Jazz Fest time at Southport Hall for a fundraiser for the
James Booker film by Lily Keber, "Bayou Maharajah." Armand notes, "James Booker's reputation is
hardly known outside of New Orleans except for a rarefied and scattered-following around the world.
This new documentary has received wide praise and is bringing to people everywhere a greater
awareness of the unique genius and style of James Booker."
Armand continues, "I knew Booker in the years around 1977 - 1979. I crossed paths with him
numerous times and saw him perform a great deal. We shared the same bass player, Jack Cruz,
and so I had interesting glimpses of his private life through this connection. Around that time, I had
a jazz group that was edgy, if not a little avant-garde, and I was playing piano. I named the band,
'The Michou Boosters' (Michou is the name of the factory in New Orleans where they built the
booster rockets for the moon shots). When Jack Cruz told Booker the name of my band, Booker
thought it was funny because to him boosters are people who steal things, so we all got a good
laugh out of that. As a matter of fact the band name was confusing to others as well. At our first
performance of the Michou Boosters on a Tuesday night at Tipitina's, a number of people showed
up from the Chalmette, LA area who thought it was actually a meeting of their Booster Club! Another
laugh."
"A classic Booker tale to which I was privy," Armand recounts, "refers to the time when Booker had
gone into a late night diner uptown in New Orleans called 'Steak 'n' Eggs' which occupied an old
Toddle House. He was wearing a New Orleans police shirt he had purchased at the thrift store. The
police came in to eat and they hassled him a good bit for wearing the shirt with the insignias still
sewn onto it. They may have even arrested him and taken his shirt away because the next night
when I saw him perform at the Dream Palace on Frenchman Street in the Marigny, he was wearing
only his jockey shorts because he didn't want to be arrested for any other article of clothing that
might be deemed illegal."
Armand says, "I was in a small circle of people who all knew Booker and his antics. That night may
have even been the same night when Booker was waving a pistol around on stage in his jockey
shorts. He played music that night and also pulled some other dadoes which are better left not
described here. Booker passed away sometime in the early ‘80s, when I was living and recording in
Los Angeles, so I was sorry to have missed his funeral."
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Booker was very young when he had a hit as "the Little Gonzo" which was during a period of time
when he was more known for playing the organ. "Tipitina's opened in 1977," Armand continues,
"and that is when I met Booker personally. (I also saw him play as a duo with the drummer James
Black at Jimmy's.) I was absorbing all the New Orleans legendary pianomen, to eventually end up
with my own style. I saw Booker play many times at Tipitina's."
Armand says, "Tipitina's was also known as 'The
Professor Longhair Piano and Juice Bar',
dedicated to Professor Longhair and named after
one of his songs. I saw Professor Longhair perform
there many times as well, and he is another great
piano influence on me. Just recently, we attended
the Official Dedication and Grand Opening and
Ribbon Cutting of Professor Longhair's renovated
home where his daughter, Pat Byrd and her son,
Armand (left front) as will be able to reside. She plans a small Professor Professor Longhair
part of the interviewers Longhair Museum in the house for visitors. A 1949 French import
for Pat Byrd
number of Foundations pitched in together to pay CD (c) 2014 Patty
(c) 2014 Patty Lee
for sponsors to save this home from further
Lee
destruction from Katrina. I was excited to see a
number of friends there from the early days of Tipitina's and they brought many photographs of
'Fess' to share, as well as video footage. This event was filled with TV crews and a brass band, food
and celebrating."
"Along with Pat Byrd, I was also interviewed for National Public Radio (NPR) about my memories of
Professor Longhair," Armand reminisces. "One important memory included how I was playing piano
one night at Tipitina's in a band I was in called Satisfaction. I could see 'The Fess' from the stage as
I was playing piano. I watched him enjoying the music, then he went home, and later passed away
that very night. Everybody was shocked and saddened. He was such a quiet and modest man,
(quite the opposite from Booker, and even Ernie K-Doe!)."
"That day of the ribbon cutting, Patty
and I also met the sister and son of
Allison Miner. I knew Allison. She had
lovingly managed Professor Longhair
for a period of time and was a cofounder of The New Orleans Jazz and
Heritage Festival (the Jazz Fest), which
most people don't realize," Armand
Cab driver, in front of
adds. "She passed away very young Sister and son of Allison
Professor Longhair's home, but the memory of her life in the New Miner, co-founder of the
holding up the day's paper Orleans music scene is still celebrated Jazz Fest)and manager of
with front page story about by those who knew her. Also in Professor Longhair (c) 2014
the ribbon cutting (c) 2014 attendance at the ribbon cutting, we
Patty Lee
Patty Lee
spoke with the widow of the great New
Orleans photographer Michael P. Smith whose pictures of Professor
Longhair and James Booker are recognizable worldwide."
Last but not least is the mention that Patty and Armand enjoyed a lovely afternoon visit with Andrea
Domino Brimmer and Charles Brimmer in their home in the Lower Ninth Ward recently. "We enjoyed
reminiscing together with them about Charles' superior performance at the Ponderosa Stomp 2013.
Armand was the guest piano player on keyboards at the Stomp, and he also played Hammond
Organ on Charles' set. Charles performed a perfect concert. We encouraged him to get back out in
the public more. He delivered a polished and entertaining performance at the Stomp."
For more New Orleans music news...
stay tuned...
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Welcome to
The 'Tales From The Woods' round up of gigs
Greetings gang to another Buzz column. Further to its mention on Page 4, Tales From The Woods
is bringing back real live music played by real live musicians to the Spice of Life in the west end of
London, giving much needed exposure and credit to these incredibly talented musicians who are,
for the most part, ignored by the music industry at large. A flyer will be out and about soon, it is
already mentioned on our website, tickets via TFTW only please for this gig, a mere £10 for Woodies
and a little more for non-members at £12, usual method please, cheque made payable to Tales
From The Woods, s.a.e. envelope for this one please. Sorry we don't have facilities for debit and
credit cards. I look forward to seeing as many of you there as possible. The Spice of Life has limited
capacity so to avoid disappointment it certainly might be an idea to get your orders in early.
That's all from me for this issue, time now to hand over to Dave ‘Jazz Junction’ Carroll for another
of his informative gig guides, see you all soon.
The Gig List
Information is obtained from various sources and is hopefully accurate.
The advice ‘check before travelling’ remains sound.
April 2014
11
Friday
Si Cranstoun
‘Si prides himself on a high octane dance routine’. It’s lucky that this is a non-smoking venue, but you might
get your beer spilled.
Half Moon, Putney £15
14/15 Mon/Tue
Allen Toussaint
A solo performance by the New Orleans maestro in the intimate setting of Ronnie’s can’t be anything but
magical.
Ronnie Scott’s £35 - £50
18
Friday
Brenda Holloway and The Velvelettes
A special night for fans of Motown ladies. Part of Modstock.
The Venue, 229 Great Portland Street, W1W 5PN £31.50
20
Sunday
Huey Morgan
Smoking DJ (not that one!) chattering and plattering. Could be fun.
Half Moon, Putney £16
20
Sunday
Derrick Morgan (+ others)
Elder statesman of Jamaican music back in town for London International Ska Festival.
Dingwalls
£22.50 + fees
24
Thursday
Krystle Warren
Jazzy folk, or not? A singer-songwriter and crazy little woman from Kansas City.
Bush Hall
£15 + fees
24
Thursday
Mud Morganfield
Don’t go expecting a séance, but you might see his father’s ghost in the flesh – that’s the ‘Mud effect’. An Eel
Pie Club function.
The Cabbage Patch, 67 London Road, Twickenham TW1 3SZ
£17
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Joe Meek Special (A TFTW Production)

27
Sunday
See flyer on the page 57 for all the details
The Borderline

30
Wednesday Bonnie Dobson
Last November’s ‘rare solo performance’ was not solo and is now not rare.
Half Moon, Putney £11
May 2014
6
Tuesday
Robert Cray Band
If the Barbican can describe his music as ‘lowdown blues’, then the venue must be a juke joint.
Barbican
£32.50 - £42.50 plus fees
11
Sunday
Nick Lowe
A bit late to promote last year’s Christmas album?
Union Chapel, Upper Street, Islington
£32.50 + fees (Fri/Sat SOLD OUT)
12
Monday
Martha Reeves & The Vandellas
More Motown magic from Martha.
Jazz Cafe
£20 + fees
14
Wednesday Jools Holland & His Rhythm & Blues Orchestra
‘Featuring Melanie C with Marc Almond, and guest vocalists Ruby Turner and Louise Marshall’. Phew! Not
sure about the first two though.
The Concert Hall, Fairfield Halls, Croydon £30 - £34 + fees
15
Thursday
Larry Garner & The Norman Beaker
Much loved American bluesman with his regular UK backing band. Credit is due again to the Eel Pie Club.
The Cabbage Patch, 67 London Road, Twickenham TW1 3SZ
£12
16
Friday Sharon Jones & The Dap-Kings
Happily recovered from the health problems that caused the cancellation of her autumn tour, Sharon is back,
and has a new album to promote.
The Roundhouse
£27.50 + fees
17
Saturday
Barrence Whitfield & The Savages
Bloodthirsty vocals backed by a bunch of cannibals – fearsome.
The Borderline
£12.50
18
Sunday
Guy Davis
Acoustic blues from the son of the late and great Ossie Davis.
The Half Moon, Putney
£12.50 + fees
23
Friday
The James Hunter Six
International success yet more than happy to honour his spiritual home.
The 100 Club £20 + fees
24
Saturday
Blind Boys Of Alabama
Still touring gospel to the world.
Under The Bridge
£27.50 + fees
27
Tuesday
Kent DuChaine
Respected white Delta blues singer and guitarist.
The Blues Kitchen, Camden 7.00 pm to 12.00 pm Music 9.45 pm Free
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29
Thursday
Mike Sanchez
Piano-pumping sweating from the still growing Mike.
The 100 Club £13 + fees, £15 door
31
Saturday
Leroy Hutson + The Valentine Brothers
When it comes to soul music, former Impression Leroy Hutson is closer to the source than others more famous.
Indigo2
£30.50 - £86

Rock’n’Roll on RADIO CAROLINE
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
Between 6pm & 9pm UK time
with your host Dell Richardson & guests!

TO LISTEN ON BROADBAND INTERNET THEN GO TO
EITHER OF OUR WEBSITES ON
www.caroline.rockers.co.uk or www.radiocaroline.co.uk

To tune in your satellite set top box, go here

The Sun Never Sets On Those Who Ride Into It
Paul Barrett
Rock'n'Roll Enterprises
(est. circa 1960)

For all pre-Beatles Rock'n'Roll, coast to coast and world wide.
From the Jets to Crazy Cavan, Jackson Sloane and the Rhythmtones to Matchbox,
Wee Willie Harris to The Class Of ’58 . With Gene Summers, Roddy Jackson, Linda
Gail Lewis, Jack Scott, Ray Campi, Billy Harlan, Charlie Gracie.
As well as the Incredible Roy Young and Band, Alvin Stardust, Shane Fenton and,
from Germany, the Lennerockers

One call, book 'em all.
Tel: 02920 704279, Fax: 02920 709989
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@ntlworld.com
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Roots Music Social Networking Group
presents on
SUNDAY 27th April 2014

at

JOE MEEK SPECIAL
The Borderline

Manette Street, off Charing Cross Road, London W1D 4JB
nearest tube Tottenham Court Road/Leicester Square

A SPECIAL EVENING BRINGING TOGETHER FOR THE FIRST TIME
MANY OF THE ARTISTS WHO RECORDED AT HIS LEGENDARY

CHAS HODGES

CLIFF BENNETT
DAVE KAYE
BILLIE DAVIS

DANNY RIVERS
ROBB SHENTON

RAY DEXTER
The fabulous

LEE CURTIS

Tales From The Woods Band

DJ john ‘Mr Angry’ Howard
Doors 5pm, live music from 5:15pm until 10:30pm
Tickets on the door

£27

in advance

£24

Woodies

(Only via TFTW)

£20

Advance tickets also available from the Borderline, 08448 472465 or www.ticketweb.co.uk
Tales From The Woods

(pay with PayPal via the website)

Tel/Fax: 020 8460 6941

Mobile: 07941 540574

Email: TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk

Web: www.TFTW.org.uk
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If you wish to be placed on our mailing list to receive the free on-line magazine (around six issues per annum),
occasional newsletters/round robin emails which advise all our subscribers of items of interest, reductions on all
TFTW gigs/merchandise, also reductions on other selected promotions, automatic invitations to all TFTW social
events, or if you wish to advertise in the UK’s only on-line roots music magazine, please contact

‘Tales from the Woods’
25 Queen Anne Avenue, Bromley, Kent, BR2 0SA
Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to

TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk

All subscribers receive a membership card. For those who do not possess a computer we send out black
and white paper copies of the mag which will incur a fee of £10 per year.

Remember - you’re only young twice...... Keith Woods
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